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I N T R O D U C I N G  A  C A M E R A

A S  R E V O L U T I O N A R Y 

A S  Y O U  A R E .

The revolutionary Olympus OM-D E-M1 does more than just capture amazing 

photos, it lets you tell powerful stories from anywhere. With its new 16MP Image 

Sensor with Dual FAST Autofocus System, a 1/8000s mechanical shutter, and 

10fps sequential shooting, the E-M1 delivers blazingly fast speeds. With 5-Axis 

In-Body Image Stabilization providing blur-free images with every lens, you’ll be 

inspired to shoot like a pro. And it’s all packaged in a light and durable magnesium 

alloy body, so you can take incredible images anywhere you go. Move into a new 

world. www.getolympus.com/em1

E-M1

  



Image shot with the OM-D and lenses by Diego Garin Martin

• One of the smallest and lightest 

   bodies in its class at 17.5 ounces*

• Built-in Wi-Fi 

• Full system of premium,

   interchangeable lenses.

   *E-M1 body only 

  



For the 8th consecutive year, Tamron receives prestigious EISA Awards

Each year, the European Imaging and Sound Association (EISA), a panel of editors from over 50 leading imaging, sound, and 

electronic industry magazines in 20 European countries review and vote to determine the best products in photographic,  

audiovisual, and video product categories. And this year Tamron wins two prestigious awards for our latest SP lenses! This honor 

marks the 15th time Tamron has won an EISA Award, the 8th consecutive award since 2006. 

*See our website for the full EISA Jury Award Citation.

SP 90mm F/2.8 Di VC USD
“Extremely sharp even when used at its maximum 

aperture, the Tamron SP 90mm F/2.8 Di Macro 1:1 VC 

USD is one of the best macro lenses on the market…”*

SP 70-200mm F/2.8 Di VC USD
“Overall, the Tamron SP 70-200mm F2.8 Di VC USD 

can compete with the best 70-200mm 2.8 lenses 

from all other optical brands…”*

EISA Winners!
2013-2014

www.tamron-usa.com 
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Features

30 Idea Man
Want a successful conceptual photograph? 

Keep the ideas simple—it’s the execution that matters.   

BY phillip toledano

38 The Most Intriguing  
Gear of 2013

The Editors’ Choice awards go to the products 

 that pushed photography forward this year. 

BY MiriaM leuchter

 

49 Books of the Year 
For all our love of digital—from gear to production 

to displaying and sharing images—we’ve got 

a soft spot for books. Browse our favorites of 2013.     
BY Jack crager

 

60 Intimate Portraits
Four artists explore how working with subjects 

over years, even decades, changes  

the work—and the relationship.     

BY John MahoneY

on the cover 

The Zeiss Touit 

12mm f/2.8 lens, 

Google Glass, and 

the Sony Cyber-

shot RX1R camera: 

three of the many 

technologies 

that pushed 

photography 

forward in 2013. 

See page 38 for all 

our picks.  

60

This page, right, from top: Concept photograph 

for Time magazine, by Phillip Toledano; 

“The Couple, 1999,” by Alessandra Sanguinetti.
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11 ONE TO WATCH

Fair Frame 
Jade Doskow travels the globe to explore 

the paradox between old structures and 

their present-day contexts. 

By Judith Gelman myers

18 WOrk IN PrOGrESS

War Essentials
A confict photographer distills life  

in a battle zone to its fghters’ most  

important accessories.   

By michelle BoGre

20 ON THE WAll

roving Eye
A UCLA retrospective brings James 

Welling’s work back home; Alex Prager’s 

faces in the crowd; looking at social justice 

through the human form; and more. 

By Jack craGer

24 DIGITAl DOMAIN

Sandbox Studios
Creating a clean, handsome, user-friendly 

portfolio website is easier than ever. 

By stan horaczek

Focus

71 HANDS ON

Olympian Achievement 
With its new OM-D E-M1, Olympus 

crafts a rugged ILC for serious shooters. 

By PhiliP ryan

72 GOODS

Gift Guide 2013 
Stuff photographers should put on Santa’s 

list, from purely practical to crazy fun. 

By the editors of american photo

Gear

8 EDITOr’S NOTE

Shifting Gear
When the tools photographers use matter 

most—to their craft and to the culture. 

By miriam leuchter

80 PArTING SHOT

Tearing Down Fences
Documentary shooter Ami Vitale spends 

time among some very contented cows. 

By Jill c. shomer
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Below: “8067,” 2008, 

by James Welling 

“MY CAREER
WOULDN’T BE
WHERE IT IS TODAY 
WITHOUT CANON
SERVICE AND
SUPPORT.”

When established fashion photographer 

Gabrielle Revere fi rst made the switch to 

Canon, she called a Canon professional 

support expert who spent 45 minutes talking 

her through every setting of her new EOS 

5D DSLR camera. It’s this level of support, 

combined with benefi ts like fast repairs 

and comprehensive maintenance, that leads 

thousands of professionals to rely on Canon 

for all their needs, from capture to output.

DEDICATED PRO 

TECH SUPPORT

FAST REPAIR

TURNAROUND

PRO EDUCATION 

& TRAINING

Gabrielle Revere    

Switched to Canon 

in 2009

SUPPORT MATTERS

Canon is proud to have Gabrielle 
Revere as part of this campaign. 

© 2013 Canon U.S.A., Inc. All rights reserved. 
Canon is a registered trademark of Canon Inc. in 
the United States and may also be a registered 

trademark in other countries.

Learn what Canon Service & Support can do 
for you at pro.usa.canon.com/supportmatters

  



Film Industry Quality

Every feature of the Blackmagic Cinema Camera has been 

designed for quality. With 2 separate models, you can choose 

from the world’s most amazing EF or MFT lenses from crafters 

such as Canon™, Zeiss™ and more. For extreme high end work, you can shoot full 12 

bit CinemaDNG RAW uncompressed fi les for incredible creative range in DaVinci 

Resolve color correction, as well as the world’s best chroma keying!

Accessories Built In

High end cinema cameras often require thousands of dollars of 

extra accessories to make them work, however the Blackmagic 

Cinema Camera includes accessories you need built in! You 

get a large 5 inch monitor, super fast SSD RAW recorder and professional audio 

recorder all built in! You also get UltraScope software, used via the built in 

Thunderbolt™ connection, for on set waveform monitoring!

Learn more today www.blackmagicdesign.com/cinemacamera

The world’s most mind blowing feature fi lms, television commercials and music 

videos look amazing because they are fi lmed with digital fi lm cameras! The new 

award winning Blackmagic Cinema Camera is unlike a regular video camera or 

DSLR camera because it’s a true high end digital fi lm camera! You get a true 

Hollywood cinematic look with 13 stops of dynamic range, interchangeable lenses, 

high quality RAW and ProRes® fi le recording plus much more!

Dramatically Better than DSLR Video

The Blackmagic Cinema Camera includes a large 2.5K sensor 

for super sharp images that eliminate resolution loss HD bayer 

sensors suffer from, while creating manageable fi les that are 

not too big! The large screen LCD allows easy focusing and the high speed SSD 

recorder lets you record in ProRes® , DNxHD® and RAW fi le formats for Final Cut 

Pro X and DaVinci Resolve!

Super Wide Dynamic Range

The Blackmagic Cinema Camera captures an incredible 13 

stops of dynamic range so you can simultaneously capture the 

brightest highlights and the darkest shadows all at the same 

time into the recorded fi le! This means you capture more of the scene than a regular 

video camera can so you get more freedom for color correction for a feature fi lm look! 

You also get a full copy of DaVinci Resolve!

Blackmagic Cinema Camera 

Includes DaVinci Resolve Software

$1,995

* Lens, accessories, props and DOP not included
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Learn to create extraordinary images and 

master digital photography from Pulitzer-Prize 

winning, National Geographic Photographer 

Jay Dickman and award-winning photogra-

pher, and lifelong Marylander David Harp. 

Join us for our three-day, intensive workshop 

on Maryland’s Eastern Shore. In January, the 

sun draws a low arc over Chesapeake Bay, 

creating gloriously warm, horizontal light on 

the landscape. Wintering snow geese, bald 

eagles, tundra swans and other waterfowl 

move about the edges of land and water, 

a few at a time or by the thousands.  You’ll 

shoot early and late, and spend mid-days 

having your photos critiqued by our award-

winning staff.

These workshops are very limited in size and 

will fll quickly.  For more information, visit our 

website or call:1-303-730-2894.

www.FirstLightWorkshop.com

Winter Light  

oN THE  

Chesapeake

firstlight workshops
the art of visual narrative

January 16-19 or January 23-26, 2014

Photos by Dave Harp.
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ome photographers hate to talk about the gear they 

rely on to create their images, either because they 

feel it spoils the mystery of their art or because they 

think of the camera simply as a tool to get the shot. But most 

photographers, once you get them going, can spend hours 

discussing gear—debating the fi ne distinctions among cam-

eras, deciding whether to invest in a new lens, explaining why 

they’re clinging to a familiar favorite or champing at the bit 

for the next hot thing. 

Tools have always been crucial to the craft of photography. 

Whether in their limitations and the creativity it takes to 

work within them or their innovations and the new paths they 

open up, cameras, lenses, capture media, lights, and other kit 

really matter to photographers—including those who don’t like 

to talk about gear.  

So this is the one issue each year when American Photo 

celebrates the tools of the trade. Our editors, consulting with a 

number of professional photographers and with our technically 

minded colleagues at Popular Photography and Popular Science, 

selected the gear whose innovations we believe have (or will 

have) real impact. Our Editors’ Choice awards embrace not just 

the useful items that make a photographer’s job easier but some 

new, experimental gadgets that could change the way people 

take pictures, or even how they defi ne the role of photography.

To celebrate our award winners visually, we commissioned 

still-life photographer Travis Rathbone, who we profi led this 

summer (“The Alchemist,” July/August 2013), to shoot our 

cover and our Editors’ Choice feature on page 38. An arresting 

abstraction of his also opens our annual roundup of the best 

books of the year (page 49). His tools—camera, lenses, supports, 

lights, modifi ers, cables, computer and monitor, software—let 

Rathbone photograph the impossible: three-dimensional objects 

suspended in space, with multidirectional light but no shadows, 

and sharp focus all the way through the frame. 

His most vital tool, though, was the one in his head. And 

that holds true for every photographer.

Shifting
Gear
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MIRIAM LEUCHTER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Above: David Seymour of 

Magnum Photos captured 

Richard Avedon advising 

Fred Astaire on how to use 

a large-format camera for 

his role as a photographer in 

the 1957 movie Funny Face. 
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©2013 Canon U.S.A., Inc. Canon and EOS are registered trademarks of  

Canon Inc. in the United States. All rights reserved.

At Canon, we see image-making as  

a personal endeavor surrounded by  

a vibrant, supportive community.  

We’re here to help you develop your 

skills, build your network and fuel  

your inspiration.

SEMINARS & WORKSHOPS: With Canon Live Learning, receive top-level 

instruction, gain technical knowledge and check out the latest EOS gear 

first hand. Our intimate seminars and workshops are held in a number of 

locations across the country. Visit us online for fees, dates and locations. 

CANON AT YOUR FINGERTIPS: The Canon Digital Learning Center is a free 

online resource for enthusiasts and professionals alike. Instructional content 

includes tutorials, downloadable guides and interviews with the pros.

USA.CANON.COM/EDUCATION

  



PICTURES WITH POWER AND PURPOSE 
No matter how many images impact your senses, National Geographic photographers have the rare power 

to surprise, delight, and absolutely astound you. Fall photography books feature the amazing creatures 

and places that capture our imaginations and our hearts, and call each subject into sharper focus. 

Polar, grizzly, black, and spirit bears.
In stunning photography, award-winning wildlife photographer 

Paul Nicklen brings these beloved, iconic creatures to life,

with essays written by leading conservationists that shed 

light on bears’ endangered future.

Escape the blur of our 24/7 world and discover

the spectacular way natural light plays across the globe.

Each image captures the wonder of a vivid moment in

time and celebrates light and life. 

This colorful collection is a tribute to the planet and

the photographers who capture its essence. From

nature’s opulence to exotic cultures to man-made

marvels, it will renew your optimism about

this place we call home. 

Tigers are nature at its wildest and most beautiful—

revered, feared, and tragically, now endangered.

Join photojournalist Steve Winter and Panthera

on their mission to save them. 

 Like us on Facebook.com: Nat Geo Books

 Follow us on Twitter.com: @NatGeoBooks

nationalgeographic.com/books AVAILABLE WHEREVER BOOKS ARE SOLD
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Get closer to National Geographic explorers and

photographers, and connect with other members 

around the globe. Join us today—it’s free—at

nationalgeographic.com/join.
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hen asked what drew her to the study 

of architecture, Jade Doskow points to 

a childhood memory. “I grew up in a 

275-year-old farmhouse in Pennsylvania,” she 

recalls, “and when I was about nine, my par-

ents were adding on to our house. They hacked 

through the rear wall and the innards of the wall 

were exposed; it was like stone that was held 

together with mud and horsehair. And it made a 

real impression on me—that very solid structure 

that represents everything about home, ripped 

apart and held together with these paradoxically 

humble materials. The contrast between old and 

new, between what’s architecture outwardly and 

what it stands for, are primarily of interest to me.”

Doskow has translated that fascination into  

poignant architectural images that have led to a 

long list of accomplishments. She teaches at the 

School of Visual Arts and the City University of 

New York. Her CV of exhibitions and press cover-

age is pages long. She recently raised $10,000 on 

Kickstarter to fnance her current series, World’s 

Fair Project. She has representation on both coasts. 

And she’s only 34.  

Doskow’s success as an architectural photo g-

rapher lies in a seamless melding of elegant  

W

Exploring the paradox between old structures and the here and now, Jade Doskow spans the globe 

Fair Frame
One TO WaTch

above: Doskow’s 2012 

shot of a structure from 

the Montreal 1967 World’s 

Fair, Buckminster Fuller’s 

Geodesic Dome with Solar 

experimental house. 

By judith gelman myers

The peOple BehinD The picS  Work in Progress 18  on the Wall 20  Digital Domain 24
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From top: St. louis 1904 

World’s Fair, Flight cage, 

view from within, 2013; 

new York 1964 World’s 

Fair, new York State  

pavilion, 2008. ©
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composition with lyrical subjectivity, as seen in her 

gorgeous nightscapes of her home neighborhood 

of red Hook, brooklyn, and her subtly nuanced 

images of abandoned World’s Fair sites, which 

she has been shooting for the past six years. To 

date, she’s covered the over-the-top architecture, 

leftover parks, and seminal structures (think eiffel 

Tower) left behind after an expo packs up and 

leaves at 20 sites throughout North America and 

europe. She plans to photograph the remaining 30, 

ending up in Shanghai to shoot the locale of the 

2010 World expo.

Doskow aims to capture not only a structure’s 

physical appearance—the “actual bones of the 

thing,” as she says—but also its “aura in space,” 

be it the contrast between a building’s outward 

architecture and what it stands for, or the effect 

that a temporary event like a World’s Fair has on 

the permanent life of a city. To achieve a “dynamic 

luminosity” across her 30x36 C prints, Doskow 

shoots with an Arca-Swiss 4x5 view camera, com-

bining long exposures with narrow f-stops—f/22 

or f/45 for daytime shots. Pushing the exposure 

gives her smears of color and movement that aren’t 

possible in a “proper” exposure, while the rigor of 

working in large format forces her to consider in 

minute detail what she’s doing. Says Doskow, “I like 

slowly setting up a shot and letting things happen—

through the act of the wind, and the light, and  

  



SIGMA USB Dock

Update, adjust & personalize. Customization 
never thought possible. Sold separately.

SOVEREIGN.

The first, reigning over the Art line 

of high level artistic lenses.

With a wide aperture of F1.4 

and superior optics, the 35mm lens

sets a precedent of inspiring the 

artist and returning stunning images. 

SIGMA Corporation of America | 15 Fleetwood Court | Ronkonkoma, NY 11779, U.S.A. | Tel: (631) 585-1144 | www.SigmaPhoto.com
Follow us Twitter @sigma_photo and Facebook.com/sigmacorporationofamerica

Case and Hood LH730-03 included.
USA 4 Year Service Protection

35mm F1.4 DG HSM

  



above: “Treehouse,” from  

Doskow’s 2010 series 

Structure/Anti-structure.

one to Watch 
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Jade Doskow
jadedoskowphotography.com

Lives In Brooklyn, New York

Studied At New York University, 

School of Visual Arts

Honors International Photogra-

phy Awards Honorable Mention, 

2012; Kipton Fine Arts Rising 

Artist, 2009; Finalist, Photolucida 

Critical Mass Competition, 2009

Visual Philosophy  “My pictures 

are straight pictures, which I 

think is becoming more and more 

unusual. I’m not dropping in skies 

or moving things around; I’m just 

retouching and doing the color 

work,” Doskow says. “With a lot 

of the cutting-edge work that’s 

out, it’s not documentary in the 

traditional sense; there’s this 

push for conceptual work made 

in the studio that challenges the 

notion of a photograph being a 

straightforward document. My 

work clearly falls outside of that. 

But photography has been on an 

experimental basis since it was 

invented. Pushing the boundaries 

is important in stretching the idea 

of what photography means.”

In the Bag Arca-Swiss Discovery 

4x5 view camera; Manfrotto 

tripod. “A lot of my earlier work 

was also shot with a Wista DX 

feld camera,” Doskow says. 

“I carry three lenses—90mm, 

150mm, and 200mm—and two 

bellows: a black leather bag 

bellows and a standard bellows.” 

In post-production,” she adds, 

“I scan the negatives, retouch 

them in Photoshop, and make 

digital C prints.”

the apparatus I’m working with—that are myste-

rious or unexplained.”

It’s a process she developed over time. Doskow 

took her frst photography class as an undergradu-

ate at New York University. She was working as a 

bike messenger, and racing around the city gave her 

a new perspective on the aesthetics of the urban 

environment. This on-the-move education came to 

a halt, however, when she was hit by a cab. Facing 

multiple surgeries, she went into a severe depres-

sion and turned to photography to express what 

she was feeling. The resulting series of self-portraits 

won her NYU’s Herbert C. rubin Award for  

Visual Arts. more important, she saw that people 
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one to Watch 

From top: Brussels 1958 

World’s Fair, atomium at 

night, 2008; Seattle 1962 

World’s Fair, Universal 

Fountain, 2007.

responded to the way she was using the medium. 

After receiving her bachelor’s degree, Doskow 

got a job as a color darkroom printer at New York 

City’s prestigious lTI photo lab, where she worked 

on the huge, crisp negatives of such clients as 

robert Polidori and Andrew moore. It was there 

that she fell in love with large format and got an 

education in color and composition unattainable in 

an academic setting. She went on to earn her mas-

ter’s from SVA, ultimately joining the faculty while 

continuing to exhibit and sell her work.

Though she worked with Polidori only briefy, 

Doskow cites him as a key infuence because of his 

perfectionism. “When I came up with the idea for 

the World’s Fair project,” she says, “I discussed it 

with him and he said, ‘Are you crazy? That’s way 

too ambitious.’ And I thought, ‘If he said that, then 

I’m defnitely interested.’”

As with any long-term project, periods of excite-

ment alternate with periods of drudgery, and Dos-

kow occasionally thinks, “oh, here I am working on 

my World’s Fair project again,” especially as curators 

and editors ask for new material. but people from 

diverse arenas—cultural, scientifc, historical—are 

responding to her work, and Doskow is building a 

wide base of interest, in part through a strong online 

presence and participation in gallery group shows.  

Doskow’s work ethic, developed through years of 

competing as a classical musician, is a driving force. 

“People respond positively to hard work and mak-

ing good work,” she says, “which is what I’m trying 

to do.” The formula might seem a bit old-fashioned, 

but clearly, in Doskow’s case, it’s working. aP 

  



Payroll stressing you out? Start using Intuit® Payroll and make it easy  

on yourself. With a few clicks you can pay employees and file tax 

forms. Just enter employee hours and Intuit Payroll automatically 

calculates everything else. And, if you need it, there’s live expert 

support. Saving you time and pencils every month.

Payroll doesn’t have to be so frustrating.

Unless you like the extra fiber in your diet. 

Live Support30-Day FREE TrialOnline Demo
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s a photography student at parsons the 

new School for Design in 2009, Sebastiano 

tomada piccolomini thought he wanted to 

be a fashion photographer. he assisted Steven Klein 

and mario testino, among others. Yet four years 

later, tomada (the last name he prefers) was at the 

visa pour l’image in perpignan, France, accepting 

the 2013 humanitarian international committee  

of the red cross (icrc) visa d’or award for his 

work focusing on the dangers and risks that relief 

agencies face in confict zones in Syria.

tomada switched to war photography as the 

glamour of the fashion world faded for him.  

Sensing that most fashion work was based on  

incentives such as clients’ needs and tearsheets  

and seeking to create his own identity and style,  

he decided to try to photograph a subject that  

had intrigued him for some time: human confict. 

“i wasn’t so interested in war as i was curious 

about the experience of fghting,” tomada says, 

a

A confict photographer discovers the elemental basics of life in a battle zone  By michelle Bogre

War Essentials
“what it means to leave your family and friends 

and go to another country to be shot at and see 

comrades wounded or killed.” 

after graduation, tomada left for a three-

month stint embedded with american troops in 

afghanistan. in the four years since, he has earned 

a reputation as a skilled confict photographer with 

a unique style for his work in volatile hotspots in 

countries including Libya, haiti, and Syria. 

among his body of work are portraits of Syrian 

rebels paired with a close-up shot of the most  

precious object each carries with him. titled  

The Things They Carry, this project resulted from a 

serendipitous meeting with the commander of an 

elite rebel group during which tomada helped the 

commander drag his wounded brother to safety—

along with a box of homemade grenades—a move 

which, tomada admits now, “was very stupid.” Fool-

ishness aside, the gesture gained the commander’s 

respect and exclusive access to the rebel group.

Above: Hamzi Hama, 27: 

“All I can carry is my  

weapon and the clothes  

I wear. I don’t have time  

for other belongings. I don’t 

even carry my wallet any-

more—what can I buy?” 
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this contact proved invaluable in 2012, when, back 

in Syria to cover a Free Syrian army–controlled area 

in aleppo, tomada traveled with the elite group, this 

time on a mission to attack an armored battalion of 

the Syrian regime. en route to ramussa, he and the 

fghters were attacked by the Syrian army and took 

shelter in the basement of an abandoned factory. 

after a day in the basement, tomada was getting 

antsy. in these moments it’s important, he notes, to 

stay focused and not lose what he calls one’s “camera 

sensibility.” as heavy mortar fre fell, a tank shell 

penetrated the wall in a corner of the building. “it 

was really like a sign from god, because now i had 

enough light to photograph,” tomada says.

he asked each of the rebels to pose with their most 

essential object. remembering his fashion work, he 

used the high-contrast side lighting to create stylized 

portraits in which only the faces and objects were  

visible against a black background, mirroring the 

bleakness of life during wartime. 

tomada plans to continue this project with the af-

ghan national army during his next trip to afghani-

stan. “i won’t try to recreate this lighting,” he says.  

“i want to make something original every time.” 

What would tomada choose as his own most pre-

cious item? he can’t narrow it down to one: he always 

carries local Sim cards, but he also needs the medical 

tourniquets that american army medics in afghani-

stan taught him how to apply. “i want to be able to help  

others,” he says. “You know, a tourniquet would have 

saved tim hetherington’s life.” AP
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Work in progrEss

CLOSE-UP

Sebastiano  
Tomada  
Piccolomini
Lives In New York City 
Studied At Parsons The New 
School for Design
Awards Humanitarian Inter-
national Red Cross (ICRC) Visa 
d’or award, 2013; World Press 
Photo, General News, 2nd 
prize singles, 2013
Clients Include The Atlantic, 
Businessweek, The New 
Republic, The Sunday Times, 
The Telegraph, Vanity Fair, Zeit

In the Bag Canon EOS 5D Mark III, Olympus OM-D E-M5. “The 
Olympus is a backup. My lenses have always been the same: 
24mm f/1.4, 35mm f/1.4, and 50mm f/1.2. I really don’t do zooms,” 
Tomada says. “Also, I carry a couple of tourniquets, plus a knife 
and a Joker card (from a deck of cards) that says ‘The joke is on 
you’ which were given to me by a U.S. Marine in Afghanistan.”

From top: Isham Kijaje, 30: “I always carry my RPG 

[rocket-propelled grenade]. The commanders told me  

it would be my duty.” Salam Hassani, 23: “Bullets.  

Without them I am powerless.” Ahmed Alsayin, 29:  

“I would go crazy without my phone. My fancée expects  

me to call her once a day.” 
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on the wall

An explorer of visual frontiers brings it all 
back home in a UCLA retrospective  
By Lindsay ComstoCk

Roving 
Eye

Above: Two of Welling’s 

abstracted images: “4, 

2012,” and “21, 2011.”

James WeLLing: monograph 

Hammer Museum, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, through Jan. 12, 2014  

hammer.ucla.edu

one guy did all this stuff? this vast collection—

fttingly hosted by UcLa, where Welling has taught 

for 15 years—includes more than 200 pieces from 

25 bodies of work. on display as much as the work 

is the artist’s range: vivid abstractions of sub-

jects ranging from aluminum foil to mid-century 

modern architecture; color-feld photograms using 

light sources as subjects; documentary work paying 

homage to Southern california vernacular; images 

made with alternative photo processes to depict both 

fgurative and abstracted forms. not to mention a 

trove of paintings and sculptures. James Welling: 

Monograph coincides with aperture’s release of a 

book by the same title, bringing the art of a tireless 

experimenter and mentor to a wider audience.

  



The moment a passion

becomes the love of your life.

This is the moment we work for.

// FASCINATION
    MADE BY ZEISS

Touit 2.8/12 and Touit 1.8/32

Introducing the new ZEISS Touit lenses—for photographers who are passionate about their image 

making. Designed for the Sony NEX and Fujifi lm X Series cameras, these luxurious autofocus lenses 

deliver the legendary precision and performance of ZEISS optics, for stunning images that go straight 

to the heart.

www.zeiss.com/touitfascination 
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on the wall

the itinerant Languages 
of photography
Princeton University Art Museum, Princeton, NJ

through Jan. 19, 2014

artmuseum.princeton.edu

Witness the evolution of the photograph, as 

both medium and idea. This exhibition, the 

result of a three-year interdisciplinary proj-

ect at the university, traces 85 images that 

span the globe and the life of the art form, 

offering insights into how, as images and as 

artifacts, they travel across time, cultures, 

and geographic borders.

hank Willis thomas 
Cleveland Museum of Art, Cleveland, OH

through March 9, 2014 clevelandart.org 

The multidisciplinary artist combines 

photography, video, web pieces, and live 

installations to explore how society frames 

social issues. This exhibition is presented 

simultaneously with a show at Transformer 

Station in Cleveland.

made in hollywood: 
photographs from the 
John kobal Foundation
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond, VA  

Nov. 23, 2013 – March 1, 2014 vmfa.state.va.us 

Hollywood has long beckoned would-be 

stars and starlets; this exhibition show-

cases 90 Golden Age prints from 1920 to 

1960. Featuring portraits of iconic actors 

including Greta Garbo, Marlene Dietrich, 

Humphrey Bogart, and Clark Gable, the 

show complements a Tinseltown fashion 

exhibition, Hollywood Costume.

Also Showing

At left, from top: A self-portrait by  

Mohau Modisakeng; Alex Prager’s 

“Crowd #2 (Emma), 2012”; a desert 

study by Bolivian artist Gastón Ugalde.
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   the history of space 
photography 
George Eastman House, Rochester, NY

Oct. 26, 2013 – Jan. 1, 2014 eastmanhouse.org

Man’s fascination with the universe began 

long before the frst telescopes allowed 

people to track planets and stars. This sur-

vey of astronomical photography tells the 

history of the universe through still images, 

from 19th-century black-and-white photos 

of the moon to recent digital POV shots of 

galaxies from space telescopes.

F
 

F
 

F      aLex prager: 

FaCe in the CroWd 

Corcoran Gallery of Art, Washington, D.C.,

Nov. 23, 2013 – March 9, 2014 eastmanhouse.org

While prager’s work recalls the tech-

nicolor aesthetic of 20th-century pho-

tographers like William eggleston, it 

is decidedly contemporary, rife with 

sensitivities of our current culture: 

the desire for human interaction and 

the idea that one can be oh-so-lonely 

in a crowd. the staged mise-en-scènes 

of folks gathered in public—a series 

prager has tilled throughout the past 

decade—culminates in a short flm 

starring actress elizabeth banks.

      reaLity CheCk 

Bakalar and Paine Galleries, Massachusetts College 

of Art and Design, Boston, MA, through Dec. 7  

massart.edu

this cross-section of contemporary 

photography explores the surreal and 

the fantastical, the creation of altered 

scenes and false narratives—all 

without the use of digital manipula-

tion. Seven artists—matthew brandt, 

Daniel gordon, Stephen mallon, 

chris mccaw, christina Seely, angela 

Strassheim, and gastón Ugalde—

mine the medium in distinctively 

analog ways, showing just how weird 

things can be in the real world.

     am i not a man and 

a Brother? am i not a 

Woman and a sister?

James Harris Gallery, Seattle, WA, through Nov. 27

jamesharrisgallery.com

this group show highlights photog-

raphers who use the lens to both 

document themselves and focus on 

such issues as cultural identity, reli-

gion, and violence in african society. 

ranging from nomusa makhubu’s 

self-portraits projected onto histori-

cal images to mohau modisakeng’s 

stark use of props and costumes, 

the collection looks at race relations, 

class divides, and social injustice, 

with images of the human body as 

magnifying glass and prism.
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Join Popular Photography and SAVEUR, together with Sony, 

on an unprecedented weekend that blends the worlds of 

travel, photography, and food. What better backdrop for this 

tantalizing combination than Charleston, a city renowned 

for its picturesque charm and culinary character?

Working alongside notable chefs, pro photographer Landon 

Nordeman, and Sony Artisan of Imagery Andy Katz, you will

enjoy a true hands-on experience both behind the lens 

and at the prep station. With your camera at the ready and 

these pros at your side for guidance, travel from a meet-

and-greet cocktail with a SAVEUR editor to a private

session with a local chef and on to visit some of the city’s 

most historic and photogenic hot spots.

Save the date!

November 15-17, 2013

CharleStoN, South CaroliNa

Cost $1,499 - Includes a Sony NEX-3N camera (a $499.99 value), all the weekend’s 

events: meet-and-greets, presentations, hands-on instruction, tour, meals (two 

dinners, one lunch, and one brunch), entrance fees, and transportation to each 

location during the event. Space is limited. Reserve your spot today.

For the complete itinerary, additional information or to register, 

visit imagingedge.com/workshops or call 888-647-2235

YouÕreInvited
a Weekend of Food & Photography

In partnership with

  



Creating a clean, handsome, user-friendly website is easier than ever By Stan Horaczek

DIGITAL DOMAIN
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Sandbox Studios
Alexandra Tremaine’s 

online portfolio, created 

with PhotoShelter.

 

here was a time in the photography world 

when portfolio websites were custom-built, 

Flash-based monstrosities. Splash pages 

looked gaudy, load times were insufferable, and 

auto-play music streamed all too often. the few 

portfolio-hosting companies that provided design 

templates offered very few choices and bare-

bones capabilities. thankfully, that landscape has 

changed due to the rise of pre-fab portfolio services 

with a mix of standardized, simplifed templates 

and slick designs.

“Five years ago, to get many of the features that 

are now standard on a website you had to have a 

site custom built,” says rob haggart, creator of the 

professional portfolio service a photo Folio. as a 

former director of photography for magazines such 

as Men’s Journal and Outside, and as the guiding 

voice for the popular website a photo editor 

(aphotoeditor.com), haggart has a privileged 

view of the industry. “i knew many of the top 

commercial and editorial photographers from my 

work as a photo editor, and i partnered with them 

to put the features they wanted in a template.”

a photo Folio has joined in a feld increasingly 

crowded with online portfolio service providers 

taking aim at every segment of the photography 

market. Listing them individually could fll pages, 

and there are more launching nearly every month. 

While a custom site could easily cost $5,000 to 

$10,000 to design and build, most of these new 

services cost less than $300 per year, and some 

land in the $10-per-month territory.
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Camera. Lens. Lightroom.

© 2013 Adobe Systems Incorporated. All rights reserved. Adobe, the Adobe logo, Lightroom, and Photoshop are either registered trademarks or trademarks 
of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Create stunning photography with the powerful editing tools in Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 5. 

Experiment fearlessly with color, exposure, and more without overwriting your original image. Edit 

with precise control, and see the results instantly. T en apply your edits to any number of photos in 

a few clicks. With Lightroom, you can achieve amazing results with every shot. 

Available now for just US$149. Learn more at adobe.com/go/lrphoto

Editing sof ware built for photographers, by photographers.
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From top: Portfolios by 

Christopher Anderson, 

created with A Photo Folio, 

and Oscar Bjarna, with 

PhotoShelter. 

Lately some of the bigger names in the photo-

sharing industry have made serious entries into 

the fray. photoShelter recently launched its beam 

program in beta, offering a handful of templates, 

while Smugmug has dived in headlong with 

more than two dozen looks. other image-hosting 

companies—including 500pX, Squarespace, 4ormat, 

and Zenfolio—are offering portfolio services and 

battling it out for business.

as a result, photographers now face a glut 

of affordable, attractive options. commercial 

photographer Zack arias (zackarias.com) recently 

made the switch to a template service, choosing 

photoShelter’s beam after weighing his options. “it 

was a really hard decision to make because there 

are so many great platforms out there now,” he says.

one of the main things that draws arias and 

other pros to the template format is customer 

service. “i can’t even spell cSS, let alone work with 

it,” arias says. “if something went wrong with my 

site before, i’d have to get the designer to get in 

under the hood and fx things or maintain it. at 

the end of the day it was a pain.” now a simple 

e-mail to photoShelter’s service department can 

often have things fxed in minutes.

there’s also the increasingly complex issue of 

responsive site design. With viewers—including 

potential clients—using so many different devices 

to browse photographers’ sites, making one that 

works on everything from a phone or tablet to a 

desktop computer can be tricky. but most of the 

top-end services offer highly responsive sites that 

have been tested across the board.

template sites have narrowed the gap between 

photographers with fancy custom-built sites and 

everyone else, but the custom era isn’t necessarily 

behind us. “clean, beautiful, and fast websites  

are really a matter of taste,” haggart says. “all 

those Flash developers are moving to htmL5 

and will be creating ugly, bloated sites in no time.” 

many services also allow access to the template 

codes, so the potential for creativity—and 

tackiness—still lies within.

the benefts of standardization are bleeding 

over to viewers and clients as well. “clients should 

be able to easily operate the site with the least 

number of clicks possible,” haggart says. the 

increased consistency of things like presentation 

and site navigation makes that a reality.

“i used to deliver images to clients via Yousendit 

[now hightail] or dropbox,” arias says. now, 

however, he delivers large high-resolution image 

fles through photoShelter’s backend system.

even in an industry where social media 

receives so much attention, pro photographers 

still fnd a personal website to be an absolute 

necessity. “the website used to be the starting 

and ending point for marketing, but now it’s 

where you close the deal,” haggart says. “Smart 

photographers have their tendrils out in all 

manner of social media, hoping to lure prospects 

back to the website at some point.”

arias agrees. “Showing your work on these 

other platforms is great, and i encourage people 

to do so, but you should always have your own site 

that all of your online profles and pages point back 

to,” he says. “i cringe at the thought of Facebook 

being my portfolio.” aP F
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For more information, visit sigmaphoto.com 

18-250mm F3.5-6.3 DC (OS)* Macro HSM

• High performance & compact with great  
 zoom ratio

• Made with Thermally Stable Composite  
 material

• Perfect for scenic, landscape, sports  
 action and macro 

The Sigma 18-250mm F3.5-6.3 DC OS* HSM 
Macro is a compact, versatile all-in-one 
lens. It offers amazing reach and range–it’s 
a 13.8X wide angle to telephoto to macro –in 
a three inch long totally compact package 
complete with Optical Stabilizer for camera 
shake compensation. The macro capability 
offers a maximum magnifi cation ratio 
of 1:2.9, and the use of Thermally Stable 
Composite (TSC) material, technology only 
used by Sigma, make it more compact 
compared to similar lenses. 

Wide-angle landscapes, sports action, 
family portraits and close-ups of even the 
tiniest details are what this lens is all about!  

*OS not available for Sony and Pentax cameras

18-200mm F3.5-6.3 II DC (OS)* HSM

• Compact multi-purpose with 11x 
 zoom ratio

• FLD glass with performance equal
  to fl uorite

• Perfect for scenic, landscape, portraits  
 and sports action

The 18-200mm F3.5-6.3 II DC OS* HSM 
lens has been updated with FLD glass, 
which provides performance equal 
to fl uorite glass, and SLD glass; both 
provide excellent correction of color 
aberration. Whether you’re a beginner or 
an experienced photographer, the Sigma 
18-200mm F3.5-6.3 II DC OS* HSM is an 
all-purpose lens and offers convenience 
and features on all levels. Its versatility 
allows the photographer to capture wide 
angle photos such as scenic, landscape 
or group photography, its mid-telephoto 
range takes exceptional portraits and the 
telephoto end is great for sports action. 

*OS not available for Sony and Pentax cameras 
of operation.

This adorable close-up by 
Jared Ivy was shot with 
the new Sigma 18-250mm 
DC Macro OS HSM lens.

18-250MM F3.5-6.3 DC (OS)* MACRO HSM | 18-200MM F3.5-6.3 II DC (OS)* HSM

ONE LENS, ALL OCCASIONS
Be ready for anything with Sigma’s 
18-250mm F3.5-6.3 DC OS* MACRO 
HSM and 18-200mm F3.5-6.3 II 
DC OS* HSM. Both multipurpose 
lenses satisfy the need to capture 
all things for all occasions. No one 
can offer the same convenience, 
quality and price point. Compact and 
lightweight, easy to carry and will 
always deliver amazing images at an 
incredible price. Don’t compromise 
quality; choose Sigma.

18-250mm F3.5-6.3 DC (OS)* Macro HSM

18-200mm F3.5-6.3 II DC (OS)* HSM

  



REGISTER ONLINE AT 

WWW.MENTORSERIES.COM

For more information, call toll-free 888-676-6468.

Discover the turquoise waters of the U.S. Virgin Islands, where the white sand 
beaches and deep coves beckon like hidden treasures. Join Mentor Series 
and Nikon professional photographers Layne Kennedy and Jeff Diener in 
December as we explore the captivating islands of St. Thomas and St. John. St. 
Thomas offers everything from windsurfi ng, snorkeling, and deep-sea fi shing, to 
bustling markets and outdoor cafes, all encased by the island’s pristine white sand 
beaches. Paradise Point offers dramatic views of Charlotte Amalie’s harbor and 
an ideal setting to capture a beautiful evening sunset. St. John is the smallest and 
least densely populated of the U.S. Virgin Islands, with more than two-thirds of 
the island preserved as a national park. The uninhabited beaches, rocky coastline, 
and beautiful crescent-shaped bays of St. John will provide wonderful 
opportunities for exploring and further developing your photography skill set. 
Next, we’ll visit Trunk Bay, a picture-perfect, quarter-mile-long beach considered 
one of the world’s most beautiful. It is famous for a 670-foot snorkeling trail 
marked with underwater informational signs. The Nikon 1 system, Nikkor 
lenses and Nikon underwater housing will be available for you to use or borrow 
so you can explore “beneath the surface” with our expert mentors at your side. 
Don’t miss the opportunity to experience some of the world’s most beautiful 
beaches while building on your photo expertise in a delightful tropical location.

Pack your camera gear and come aboard with the Mentor Series on 
a scenic, island-hopping adventure in Baja California & the Sea of 
Cortez. Nikon professional photographers Bob Smith, Layne Kennedy, 
plus National Geographic photographer Flip Nicklin, will guide you on 
your photographic journey, and make sure you are getting the most out 
of your equipment, while considering the amazing opportunities that 
await the press of your shutter. Working with Lindblad Expeditions-
National Geographic, this Mentor Series trek will take you to a number 
of islands and destinations throughout the Sea of Cortez via our own 
private 62-guest expedition ship. The vivid cerulean sea teems with 
dolphins and extraordinary marine life, and we will offer you the unique 
chance to get a closer perspective by diving into the rich waters with the 
playful sea lions, or kayaking off a quiet sandy beach. Surrounded by the 
dramatic scenery, and with the Nikon pros by your side, the possibilities 
for picture-making, unique travel experiences, and detailed educational 
guidance are endless. We will enjoy a light hike through forests of giant 
cacti, visit the historic town of Loreto, and journey into the mountains 
to photograph the 300-year-old San Javier Mission. You will not want 
to miss this trek with the Mentor Series as we embark on this journey in 
the Sea of Cortez.

U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS
DECEMBER 5-8, 2013

FOLLOW US ON
Mentor Series Ultimate Photo Adventure

With additional support from:

®

BAJA CALIFORNIA &

THE SEA OF CORTEZ

JANUARY 4–11, 2014
TM 

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
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FOR THE PAST 16 YEARS, the Mentor Series has taken photo enthusiasts to
destinations across the country and around the world. With top Nikon professional 
photographers accompanying participants every day and teaching them how and 
what to shoot, there’s nothing like a Mentor Series trek. You and your photography 
will never be the same!

Stroll through the narrow streets of the French Quarter, march to the 
sounds of a brass band, and take a step back in time to the era when 
jazz was born. Set against the distinctive French Creole architecture 
and a tapestry of cultural influences, join the Mentor Series in February 
to experience the soulful sounds and resilient spirit of New Orleans, 
Louisiana. Whether it is capturing sunset over the Mississippi River, lighting 
up jazz musicians on Jackson Square, capturing images of revelers 
on Bourbon Street, or setting up the perfect silhouette of St. Louis 
Cathedral, Nikon professional photographers David Tejada and Dave 
Black will provide expert advice on using the Nikon Speedlight system 
to create timeless images during your visit to New Orleans. At Metairie 
Cemetery the elaborate marble tombs and funeral statuary will leave you 
captivated by the rich history and haunting beauty. A visit to the Laura 
Plantation will provide a picturesque setting for photographing models 
dressed in costumes from the antebellum period. We will also visit Oak 
Alley, a National Historic Landmark named after the canopy of giant oak 
trees that forms an impressive entrance to the estate, also located along 
the Mississippi River. Capture the distinctive architecture, Southern charm, 
and immutable spirit of the Big Easy.

In March 2014, Mentor Series and Nikon professional photographers Layne 
Kennedy and Wolfgang Kaehler travel to South America to experience 
the resonant beauty of Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro and the natural 
wonders of Iguassu National Park. Buenos Aires is home to the tango and 
one of the largest cities in the world. A tour of the city will take us to the Plaza 
de Mayo, the neighborhoods of San Telmo, and La Boca, an Italian working-
class neighborhood characterized by its colorfully-painted metal houses. In 
Recoleta, one of the most fashionable districts in Buenos Aires, we’ll visit 
the Cemetario de la Recoleta, the burial place of Eva Perón. We depart 
Buenos Aires for Iguassu National Park, home to Iguassu Falls. Continuing 
on, we arrive in Brazil and the vibrant city of Rio de Janeiro, known for its 
breathtaking landscape, relaxed culture, and annual Carnival celebration. The 
harbor of Rio de Janeiro is surrounded by Sugarloaf Mountain, Corcovado 
Peak, and the hills of Tijuca, which create a spectacular confl uence of city 
and sea. A two-stage cable car ascent to the top of Sugarloaf Mountain 
will provide excellent opportunities to photograph the dramatic panorama 
and the emblematic statute of Cristo Redentor (Christ the Redeemer). On 
a private tour of Rio, we’ll visit the Sambodromo, where the elite Samba 
schools of Brazil compete in a spectacular performance, and the Metropolitan 
Cathedral of Saint Sebastian.

BRAZIL & ARGENTINA
MARCH 14-22, 2014

Come on a Mentor Series trek and try out 

some of the latest equipment that Nikon 

offers including their high-performance 

HD-SLRs, NIKKOR lenses, the Nikon 1 System 

and a variety of COOLPIX compact digital 

cameras.

Special thanks 
to our premier 

sponsor: ®
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Idea

Man
The go-to guy for conceptual editorial photography tells what makes his 

pictures work—and how they spark his imagination.          

                                        By PhIllIP Toledano as told to Meg Ryan Heery
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round 2008, i was taking care of my 

father and also taking his picture–photo-

graphs that later turned into a book, Days 

With My Father (chronicle, 2010). mortality was 

on my mind. during this time an english maga-

zine sent me to take a photograph of a guy who 

had had a lot of cosmetic work done. When i saw 

him i was struck by how he looked, and all these 

thoughts about mortality and death suddenly 

coalesced around the portrait. this man had gone 

through the reverse of my experience: instead of 

coming to terms with mortality, he was pushing it 

Toledano is best known 

for his conceptual work 

for feature stories focusing 

on work-life balance. 

Above: Fortune magazine. 

Previous spread: A new 

superwoman for a feature 

about women’s power in 

the 21st century, More 

magazine, Sept. 2012.

a

On the Job

away. that became the trigger for a second book, 

A New Kind of Beauty (dewi Lewis, 2011). that’s 

the great joy of shooting for magazines: it opens 

windows to vistas you may not have considered in 

your artistic vision before. 

What i realized with Days With My Father is that 

what matters to people, for the most part, is love 

and kids and pets. magazines have a bit wider range 

than that—if they started printing nothing but sto-

ries about love, pets, and children, there would prob-

ably be a lot fewer magazines and i might have a lot 

less work—but there’s still a fairly small gene pool in 

  



terms of what they talk about. my job is to try and 

make the obvious interesting again and again.

in that sense magazine work is like going to the 

gym: it keeps you limber mentally. often, on as-

signment, i’ll come upon an idea, or with a method 

for executing an idea, that i’ll end up using later in 

an art project. For instance, in the picture with the 

guy lifting off from his chair, the smoke is all cotton 

wool. i had become obsessed with making smoke 

out of cotton wool and i did it in a lot of shots, and 

then later i started using it for a personal project 

that i was working on.

the freedom and creativity that make con-

ceptual photography so great also brings to the 

work a certain vulnerability. With “new,” there’s 

no precedent. people generally tend to be afraid of 

new; they’d rather go with something that they’ve 

seen before, that they know is not going to offend 

or upset or that has been proven to work. in look-

ing for certainty, art directors or photo editors 

sometimes want the photograph to tell the whole 

story. i don’t want the photograph to tell the 

whole story—that’s boring.

at the other end, if a photograph doesn’t explain 

november/december 2013 americanphotomag.com 33

Above: Toledano puts a 

characteristically cheeky 

spin on beauty and self-

care for Oprah magazine.
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On the Job

enough, it’s confusing and loses impact. a couple of 

years ago i got a call about doing a photo for The 

Atlantic for a story about women managing to be 

mothers and businesswomen at the same time. i 

thought it would be great to have a woman holding 

a briefcase with a baby inside it and crying or some-

thing. the art director came back and said, “oh, no, 

no, they don’t want to do that. they just want to 

have a bag on the foor with a baby in it.” it was the 

safe version, but it lost a lot of context. Without the 

woman aspect there you kind of lose half the story.

So i said to them, “all right, here’s what i’m go-

ing to do. i’m going to shoot your version, then i’m 

going to shoot my version, and then you can have 

both.” i had the prop stylist bring a skirt and just 

stand there holding this bag with a baby in it. and 

then that’s what they ran on the cover. [A version 

of that photo, with the baby crying, became one of 

american photo’s 2012 Photos of the Year—Ed.] 

i don’t think editors want to say no; i just  

think it’s often easier to say no. i can hardly 

blame them for their trepidation—it’s so easy for 

a conceptual photograph to totter off the rails 

and become cheesy. and sometimes an idea just 

doesn’t work. but you’ve got to be willing to be a 

bit risky with your vision.

i’m lucky because i have a track record. i re-

member thinking about this about fve years ago, 

that at some point i didn’t have to explain my ideas 

so much to people because i’d done a lot of stuff 

Above: More magazine, 

Feb. 2011. Opposite: 

An image of “kitchen 

chemistry” for Time 

magazine’s “What’s Next 

2008,” March 2008.
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Above: A concept 

underscoring a GQ story 

weighing the benefts of 

our ability to work from 

anywhere.
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to me, “Well, we like your idea, but have you seen 

our magazine?” and i said, “Well, have you seen my 

photographs?” i don’t mean it in an insulting way, 

but if you look at my pictures you see the kind of 

things i take, so why would you assume that i’m 

going to do anything very different? 

that was an exception, though. most editors 

are fantastic to work with and it’s a really great 

collaboration. very few meddle. in the end we’re of 

one mind: it’s about the product, and i’ve been very 

fortunate to have the trust of a lot of people to turn 

out interesting work. i spent 10 years in advertising, 

basically learning to convince people that the ideas 

that i was jabbering on about were worthwhile. i 

guess that’s how i got people in the magazine world 

to believe in whatever i was talking about. 

and i’m sort of a known quantity in the magazine 

world, so people assume if they call me there’s a 

good chance that it won’t be total rubbish.

i always think i sound like a crazy megalomaniac, 

but if you do conceptual stuff you kind of have to 

be a dictator about it. Sometimes magazines start 

to assume it’s an invitation for everyone to change 

the picture: because it’s made up in the frst place, 

they feel that they can continue to make it up and 

to stamp it with their own brand. When that hap-

pens often it all ends in tears—mostly mine.

i had a funny conversation a few months ago 

with a magazine. they called me up and wanted me 

to do a story, and i had this idea which was quite 

funny. i told them the idea, and…crickets. they said 
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Alec Baldwin for  

the Sunday Times of 

London, April 2013.

On the Job

it’s the habit of standing up for my ideas that 

gives me the stones to do things like ask alec 

baldwin to do a bit for a personal project. i had 

been hired recently to shoot alec baldwin for the 

cover of a magazine. his people called up about a 

week later and said alec really loved the picture, 

he’d like to buy it from me, he wants to use it on 

his website, et cetera, et cetera.

i said, “that’s fne.” and then i said, “how 

about this: instead of buying the picture from me, 

alec can have it for free if he participates in this 

art project i’m doing.” 

i know it’s kind of crazy, but i just thought, 

what have i got to lose? nothing. the woman 

laughed and said, “oK, tell me what the project 

is,” and i did. and then she said, “all right,  

i’ll tell alec.” 

i thought there’s no way she’s going to tell alec 

baldwin some crazy photographer wants him to 

do this project. but she e-mailed me back and 

said, “oK, alec says,” and the moment she said, 

“alec says,” i pretty much shat my pants. but she 

said, “alec says why don’t you explain it to him 

in an e-mail and send it to me.” next thing you 

know, he says he’s going to do the thing! and that 

only happened because a magazine sent me to 

take his picture. aP

Phillip Toledano believes that photographs should 

be like unfnished sentences: There should always 

be space for questions. Born in London and based in 

New York, his work has appeared in Vanity Fair,  

The New York Times Mag-

azine, The New Yorker, 

Esquire, GQ, Wallpaper, 

The London Times, The 

Independent Magazine, 

Le Monde, and Interview. 

Toledano’s fne-art work, 

which includes photog-

raphy, installation, flm, 

and other media, focuses 

on socio-political ideas. 

Learn more at  

mrtoledano.com. 

  



Intriguing
The Most

Gear 2013oƒ
These tools and technologies are rewriting the rules of photography
By MiriaM Leuchter 

photographs By travis rathBone

point-and-shoot revival
nikon coolpix a
Quality is the watchword for camera makers battling the smartphone horde. This year brought a slew 

of new fxed-lens compacts boasting APS-C-format sensors, the same size as in most DSLRs. The 

best of these in imaging, build, and sheer usability: Nikon’s Coolpix A, whose tough body, sharp 28mm 

(equivalent) f/2.8 lens, and 16.2-megapixel CMOS sensor add up to a powerful camera small enough 

to ft in a jacket pocket. $1,100; nikonusa.com

 EDITORSÕ 

CHOICE

2013
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street shooter’s Delight
sony cyber-shot rX1 and rX1r
Unique among cameras, the Sony Cyber-shot 

RX1 merges two key trends: the rise of the 

big-sensor compact and the downscaling of 

full-frame (35mm) digital bodies. No compact 

captures higher-quality images. The RX1R, 

shown here with an optional electronic view-

fnder, has its anti-aliasing flter removed to 

capture even fner detail (though at the risk of 

moiré). Its 24.3MP full-frame CMOS sensor 

takes advantage of the fxed 35mm f/2 Carl Zeiss 

lens, affording beautifully defocused backgrounds 

and clean pictures in low light. Manual controls, 

including aperture and focusing rings on the lens, 

make this truly special compact a delight to use. 

$2,800; sonydigitalimaging.com
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Major Glass for ILCs
Zeiss Touit lens line
When interchangeable-lens compacts frst 

appeared fve years ago, they were aimed 

chiefy at consumers. But sophisticated 

photographers also focked to ILCs, and 

many camera and lens makers now cater 

to their more exacting standards. Still, 

Carl Zeiss surprised the photography 

world with its launch of the Touit 

line of prime lenses—its frst with 

autofocus and its frst made for the 

APS-C sensor format—and for ILCs 

to boot. Designed for the Fujiflm X 

and Sony Alpha NEX systems, the 

12mm f/2.8 Distagon T* (shown here 

in the Sony E-mount) and 32mm 

f/1.8 Planar T* (shown in the Fujiflm 

X-mount) scale up to the equivalent of 

18mm and 48mm, respectively. These 

small, elegant, well-built lenses capture 

images with optimum sharpness, 

contrast, and clarity; the X-mount 

versions have aperture rings in addition to 

their smooth but grippy focus rings. $1,250 

(12mm) and $900 (32mm); lenses.zeiss.com

  



Editors’ Choice 2013

record Breaker 
sigma 18–35mm f/1.8 Dc hsM
The frst wide-to-standard zoom lens 

to achieve a fast maximum aperture of 

f/1.8, this recent entry in Sigma’s Art 

line breaks ground in optical quality 

too. Its sharpness and clarity, as 

measured in extensive lab testing by our 

sister publication, Popular Photography, 

proved extraordinary; distortion control 

also turned in superb test results. But 

the biggest beneft of this handsomely 

designed lens is its big aperture, which 

allows photographers to capture sharp 

images in dimmer light and to limit 

depth of feld more dramatically than 

they could with any other zoom in this 

focal range. Made for DSLRs with APS-

C-sized sensors, it covers a very useful 

equivalent of 27–52.5mm on Nikon, 

Pentax, Sigma, and Sony bodies; 28.8–

56mm on Canons. $800; sigmaphoto.com

 

easy updater
sigma usB Dock
A lens isn’t just about the optics 

anymore—its performance also 

depends on the software that controls 

it. This little accessory allows certain 

Sigma lenses to connect directly to a 

computer for frmware updates and 

for customizing and fne-tuning focus 

and controls. The cord plugs into any 

USB 3.0 port, and on the other side of 

the pucklike device is a standard lens 

mount. For now the docking station’s 

capabilities are rather limited—it works 

only with the very latest Sigma lenses—

but it augurs a future of increasingly 

customizable optics, especially for critical 

applications. $60; sigmaphoto.com
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hi-res and connected
phase one iQ280
Studio photographers have made full use of the massive resolution afforded by 80MP medium-format 

digital backs before. But Phase One’s IQ version brings some new capabilities to the feld. Chief among 

them: built-in wireless connectivity that lets the photographer control the camera—and allows clients 

and other collaborators to preview high-res fles—in real time on an Apple iPhone or iPad. True 16-bit 

image capture means smoother, more accurate color. The back comes in versions to ft most medium-

format systems and, with an adaptor, most 4x5 cameras, too. $44,000 (Classic version); phaseone.com

  



Editors’ Choice 2013

temperature shift
rotolight anova
Most lights operate at a certain color 

temperture, measured in degrees on the 

Kelvin scale and described with such 

terms as “warm” and “cool,” “tungsten” 

or “daylight.” To change the temperature, 

photographers either add gels to the light 

source or use a different flm stock or 

digital white-balance setting in capture or 

postprocessing. What makes Rotolight’s 

Anova LED foodlight (shown here with 

an accessory ring of barn doors) unique? 

It lets the photographer choose the color 

temp right at the source. Plus, this ficker-

free light can be controlled through Wi-Fi 

from an Apple iOS device. And the lights 

can be joined into one big, soft ring to give 

studio subjects the full beauty treatment. 

$2,400; rotolight.com

Wireless Wonder
priolite MBX500 and MBX1000
Imagine a photography set, whether in the studio 

or on location, with plenty of strobes but without 

the bulky power packs, snaking cables, or even 

wall outlets. The internal, removable battery 

drawers built into Priolite’s MBX500 and MBX1000 

monolights make these the frst fully wireless studio 

strobes. They’re powerful too: 500 and 1000 watt-

seconds, respectively, at full output and fve fashes 

per second at top speed. $1,500 (MBX500) and 

$1,700 (MBX1000); priolite.com
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great communicator
samsung nX galaxy
It may just be the ultimate mobile camera. With the 

Android 4.2 Jelly Bean operating system, Wi-Fi, and 

complete 3G/4G cellular connectivity built in (a frst 

for this type of camera), Samsung’s NX Galaxy is the 

best-connected ILC there is. Its 20.3-megapixel APS-

C-format CMOS sensor is the same chip as that in 

Samsung’s fagship ILC, the excellent NX 300. The 

built-in electronic fnder provides a more 

stable way to frame your shots than using 

the 4.8-inch touch-screen LCD. Sure, 

that screen doesn’t leave any room 

for old-school hard buttons, but the 

wealth of apps available to use on 

it will let you edit your images 

immediately after you capture 

them. $1,700 (with 18–55mm 

f/3.5–5.6 OIS kit lens, 

shown); samsung.com

iLc on steroids
panasonic Lumix gh3
This serious, robust interchangeable-lens 

compact looks and feels like a mini 

DSLR, and its 16MP Four Thirds–

format Live MOS sensor captures 

stills and video beautifully. 

Indeed, Panasonic’s Lumix 

GH3 shows that the Micro 

Four Thirds system can 

appeal to pros, especially those who 

want strong imaging and video 

capabilities in a weather-sealed little 

tank. Shown here with Panasonic’s 

25mm f/1.4 Leica DG Summilux 

lens (a 50mm equivalent), the GH3 

benefts from a large catalog of lenses 

made for Micro Four Thirds. $1,300 

(body only); panasonic.com  
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Editors’ Choice 2013

pint-size Movie star
Blackmagic pocket cinema camera
Its size, form, and Micro Four Thirds lens mount puts this 

little tool frmly in interchangeable-lens compact camera 

territory. But Blackmagic’s soon-to-be-released Pocket 

Cinema Camera, as its name implies, shoots video only. 

And what video! Blackmagic uses a Super 16 1080HD 

sensor, the size of the flm beloved of low-budget 

auteurs, to capture 12-bit lossless compressed 

CinemaDNG RAW or 10-bit ProRes 422 (HQ) fles. 

This means footage with a higher dynamic range and 

easier editing. And it puts true guerilla flmmaking 

into anyone’s hands; used without a video rig or 

tripod, it looks like an ordinary consumer camera. But 

it can be fully tricked out with electronic viewfnders, 

remote monitors and controllers, disk recorders, follow 

focus, and the like. $995; blackmagicdesign.com

autofocus twofer
canon eos 70D
It may be small beer to traditional SLR photographers who use the optical 

viewfnder to frame still images. But anyone shooting stills or video with Canon’s 

new EOS 70D in live view will almost certainly reap the benefts of this camera’s 

innovative approach to sensor design. Instead of placing one photodiode in each 

pixel on this 20.2MP CMOS sensor, Canon doubled down, pairing two photodiodes 

in each. This permits phase-detection autofocus directly on the imager rather 

than only on the dedicated AF sensor, as most DSLRs are limited to. The result? 

Smoother, more accurate focusing action in video. $1,200; usa.canon.com
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Editors’ Choice 2013 action hero
gopro hero3 Black edition

The company that sparked the whole action-camera category continues to lead the pack. In 

the GoPro Hero3, sports and adventure shooters fnd a point-of-view camera that can capture 

the gamut of video footage, from slow-motion (240 frames per second at WVGA resolution) 

to every favor of HD to ultra-high-def 4K (at 15fps). It shoots time-lapse sequences and even 

12MP still images at a rate of 30fps. The rugged housing shown here (included) protects the 

camera in water as deep as 60 meters; a Wi-Fi remote control (also included) syncs up with 

smartphones and tablets—and works underwater, too. $330; gopro.com
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hidden camera
sony cyber-shot QX100 and QX10
These look like lenses, but behind the zooms you’ll fnd compact cameras, complete with imaging 

sensors (a 20MP 1-incher on the QX100, at left, and an 18MP 1/2.3 on the QX10, at right), 

MicroSD memory cards, and even removable, rechargeable batteries. They clip to a smartphone 

with spring-loaded clamps (shown extended) but can also be fred remotely; an Android or iOS 

phone or tablet serves as the viewfnder and control interface. Astonishing! $500 and $250; sony.com 

eye-Level Finder
google glass
This wearable computer may be the most talked-about 

prototype ever. And prototype it is. Limited numbers 

were given to Google employees and outside app developers, 

as well as sold to so-called Explorers, who were chosen based 

on their descriptions of what they’d do with one. These early 

adopters test the product and offer ideas that Google will 

consider as it develops the actual consumer version, due out 

this spring. The Explorer edition, shown here,  

sports a 5MP camera with an ultrawide-angle lens and  

12GB of usable memory. Is nonstop image capture  

the future of photography? We’ll see. $1,500  

(not currently available); google.com/glass
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FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT US ONLINE AT WWW.WORKSHOP.ORG OR WRITE FOR A CATALOG

415 Clematis Street, West Palm Beach, FL 33401

561-253-2600
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Over 200 digital & traditional photography workshops

throughout the year in West Palm Beach, Florida
Capturing and Editing Video with your DSLR with John Reuter; The Darkroom Called Lightroom 

with Rob Sheppard; Sports Photography with Adam Stoltman; Architectural Photography in 

the Digital Realm with Jeffrey Totaro, The Master Print with Vincent Versace; and many more…

Photography Workshops in Yellowstone National Park with Raymond Gehman, Lewis Kemper, Vincent Versace.

Learn from the Masters
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LEARN FROM THE MASTERS. OVER 130 EVENTS YOU WON’T WANT TO MISS!

Seminars • FOTOshoots • Fusion-Schmooze Parties • Panels • Technology Centre 

Hands-on Photoshop™ Workshops • Book Signings • Portfolio Reviews 

19th Annual International Festival of Photography and Digital Imaging

FOTOfusion® 2013

Beginner to pro,every facet of photography and digital imaging at your fingertips!

January 14-18
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to Bhutan, Burma, Cuba, India,
Papua New Guinea, Peru, Vietnam…Phototours
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“The bound book looks way 
better—nothing beats real 
paper,” Klaus Pichler writes, 
opting to airmail his new book 
(page 52) from Vienna rather 
than e-mail us a PDF. He’s 
right. For photographic 
showcases, the trend this 
year is away from e-books 
and toward lavish coffee-
table volumes. We chose  
58 that are both visual 
marvels and beautiful  

objects. by jack crager

books
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BEST PHOTO BOOKS OF THE YEAR: CULTURE

by Tod Seelie | PRESTEL | $35

What ever happened to the wild and crazy, edgy and gritty, 

gloriously decadent new York city of yesteryear? By Seelie’s 

account, it never went away. Since the early aughts, he’s mined 

the city’s subcultures, photographing friends and strangers in 

mosh pits, strip clubs, underground encampments, and assorted 

protests and happenings. With an eye for drama, Seelie captures 

the energy of reckless youth in vivid low-fi —as if ryan mcginley 

had fallen in with a truly wild crowd. Yet nothing seems forced. 

“the people in his photos don’t look like they’re performing for 

the camera—they’re living passionately,” Jeff Stark writes in the 

book’s intro. “he manages to capture their lives in a way that is 

honest and special, without compromising their integrity.”

BRIGHT NIGHTS
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     WAITS/CORBIJN
by Anton Corbijn | SCHIRMER/MOSEL | $200

On the surface, this is a 35-year visual 

collaboration between cragged hipster 

Tom Waits and rock lensman Corbijn. But 

it runs deeper than that—into the wacky 

corners of Waits’s psyche (with help from 

the songsmith’s poetry and artwork) and 

throughout the many personas Waits likes 

to inhabit (he is, after all, an actor too). As 

the friendship grows, the poses get more 

outrageous, and real, at the same time.

108 ROCK STAR GUITARS
by Lisa Johnson | GLITTERATI | $108

Most all the guitar heroes are here—Clap-

ton, Richards, Page, Raitt, and 104 others—

or rather, their fave axes are. The real star 

is the imagery: Johnson lovingly captures 

the bends, curves, worn frets and wild 

designs on these custom guitars against 

black seamless. Anecdotes spice up the 

mix. “Somehow, she has gained access to 

instruments belonging to many of the most 

revered guitarists of all time,” marvels Les 

Paul in his foreword, penned shortly before 

his death in 2009. “I am proud to say that 

she even included my own.”

CONEY ISLAND
by Jeff Liao | NAZRAELI | $125 

In warmly saturated panoramas, Liao 

shows us the day-to-day kitsch and night-

time glitz of Coney Island’s boardwalk 

culture. Most scenes are shot at twilight, 

when these realms meet in a mix of crowd 

buzz, vendor food, arcade action, and neon 

lights backdropped by sunset skies.

CAUGHT IN THE ACT: ACTORS ACTING
by Howard Schatz | GLITTERATI | $65

Here Schatz shoots 80 actors at work: Each 

gets cues and offers reactions. “You’re an 

offi ce stalker, learning from the guy at the 

tech desk that e-mails live on in cyberspace 

just about forever,” Ben Kingsley is told, 

aptly goggle-eyed. These people are pros. 

A LIFE IN PICTURES
by Douglas Kirkland | GLITTERATI | $125 

A master shooter of everything from glam-

our to photojournalism, Kirkland unveils a 

rich portfolio created over fi ve decades—as 

well as the story of his career arc shooting 

for magazines, book projects, and fi lms. 

ROCK AND ROLL STORIES
by Lynn Goldsmith | ABRAMS | $60 

Having photographed an impressive who’s 

who of rock stars from the 1970s on, Gold-

smith shares kind but honest portraits and 

recollections of her eccentric subjects.

50 PORTRAITS
by Gregory Heisler | AMPHOTO BOOKS | $40

Heisler’s pictures of celebrities and politicos 

fl atter and reveal; his anecdotes and trade 

tips refl ect the tricky balance between 

prodding and humoring famous players.

KENNEDY IN BERLIN
by Ulrich Mack | HIRMER | $25

Most books marking JFK’s death focus on 

the assassination, but this one celebrates a 

triumph: his visit to Berlin the summer be-

fore, with a message of hope for Europe and 

a magnetism that drew 450,000 Germans.

REVUE
by Eugenio Recuenco | TENEUES | $125 

In his fashion, glamour, and 

editorial work, Spanish lensman 

Recuenco creates cinematic 

and surreal narratives, often 

melding images together in post-

production. His erotically charged 

dreamscapes could be modern 

collaborations between Helmut 

Newton and Salvador Dalí. 

COMIC GENIUS
by Matt Hoyle | CHRONICLE | $40

Visual humor is tricky, but if 

anyone can pull it off, it’s these 

funny pros. Carol Burnett tugs on 

a huge gummy ear; John Cleese 

plays a tuna like a cello; dozens 

goof it up. “Comedy is like an egg,” 

writes Mel Brooks. “It can be 

hard-boiled, it can be scrambled, 

or it can be raw.” Here it’s all three. 

HOOP: THE AMERICAN DREAM
by R. Layton | POWERHOUSE | $40

“Basketball is our most demo-

cratic game. Anyone can play it—

and almost everyone has,” notes 

Jerry West in the intro. The 

focus here is on the hoop, whether 

tacked to a tree or keeping 

lonely vigil over a playground.T
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HANS FEURER
text by Gianni Jetzer |  

DAMIANI | $65  

Feurer’s fashion imagery 

for Vogue, Nova, Antidote, 

and other publications 

sizzles with verve. He trots 

the globe to depict lithe, 

iridescently clad (sometimes 

painted) models in deserts, 

oceans, native crowds, the-

atrical tableaux, and points 

in between. This lush, 

200-page monograph is the 

fi rst comprehensive 

collection of the veteran 

photographer’s oeuvre.

G
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by Klaus Pichler | SELF-PUBLISHED | $40

Dead animals have never been so much fun. At the Natural 

History Museum in Vienna, Austria, Pichler discovered a 

behind-the-scenes room full of stuffed animals; he later got 

permission to photograph throughout the netherworld of the 

museum’s backroom holdings. The unstaged results—from a 

pterosaur stashed under a maze of air shafts (above) to a gape-

mouth shark lurking around a hallway corner—are as humorous 

as they are visually arresting. (Visit kpic.at to order a copy.)

SKELETONS IN
THE CLOSET

BEST PHOTO BOOKS OF THE YEAR: FINE ART
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HOME TRUTHS
edited by Susan Bright | ART/BOOKS | $60

editor Bright sets out to explore an “alter-

native history of the mother in photogra-

phy,” she writes, “one that is not dominated 

by…the male gaze.” the imagery by a multi-

tude of photographers—from nude mother-

and-child candids to vernacular photos—

turns conventional notions of motherhood 

on their head, or at least inside out.

VIVIAN MAIER: SELF-PORTRAITS
edited by John Maloof | POWERHOUSE | $50

a midwestern nanny passes away, then 

lights up the art market and merits three 

big monographs in three years—who was this 

woman? here, she’s a gifted visual thinker 

with a strong sense of self. through maier’s 

lens, self-shadows and window refl ections 

are deftly composed, more about context 

than the fi gure at the center. in mirror 

shots, the constant is her pensive and in-

scrutable gaze: an artist at work.

AFTER THE THRESHOLD
by Sandi Haber Fifi eld | KEHRER | $50

Fifi eld’s triptychs and quadriptychs meld 

dissimilar scenes into evocative meditations. 

through variations in color, texture, and 

depth of fi eld, these images accentuate each 

other, reverberating like musical chords.

EMMET GOWIN
text by Keith F. Davis | APERTURE  | $65 

this catalog 

showcases 

gowin’s 

brilliant 

versatility, 

from inti-

mate studies 

of his wife 

and family to 

aerial shots 

of environ-

mental woes 

to more re-

cent abstract 

composites. 

     THE LAST ROLL
by Jeff Jacobson | DAYLIGHT | $40

after being diagnosed with lymphoma in 

2004, Jacobson turned to his photography as 

mental therapy; when his beloved Koda-

chrome was discontinued in 2010, he sa-

vored his last roll. “i have outlived my fi lm,” 

he writes. these images refl ect longing, and 

gratitude, amid glimpses of beauty.

BOXEO CLASICO
by Christaan Felber | SELF-PUBLISHED | $30 

Felber’s portraits of amateur boxers in 

Brooklyn delineate a throwback subculture: 

intensely focused athletes, wrapped hands, 

hooded robes, musty gyms, and timeworn 

characters. “though the boxer works with 

others in a brightly lit space,” Joyce carol 

oates writes in her foreword, “he is really 

alone, and his is a curiously private and 

meditative art, as these photographs so viv-

idly remind us.” (Visit christaanfelber.com.)

EDWARD WESTON & HARRY CALLAHAN
edited by Laura G. Flores | LA FABRICA | $55

though they never worked together, 

Weston and callahan shared a remarkable 

artistry and a creative penchant for eroti-

cism, often in images of their own wives 

and lovers. this exhibition catalog deftly 

juxtaposes the art of these two masters, as 

well as contrasting naturalistic forms (des-

ert sand formations, vegetable close-ups) 

against the beauty of the human fi gure.

     KOLOR
by Elliott Erwitt | TENEUES | $125

erwitt’s previously unpublished trove of Kodachrome 

slides pops with saturated hues, as well as his trademark 

wit and timing. and he has a Zelig-like presence at 20th-

century cultural events—from marilyn’s skirt-raising 

sidewalk show to KKK marches to nixon’s nomination.

JAPAN’S MODERN DIVIDE
edited by Judith Keller | GETTY | $50

this exhibition catalog celebrates two forerunning 

Japanese image makers: hiroshi hamaya, who artfully 

documented everything from daily street life to volcanic 

eruptions; and Kansuke Yamamoto, who took photographic 

surrealism into wild new realms long before photoshop.

IMAGEN CUNNINGHAM
text by Celina Lunsford | TF EDITORES/D.A.P. | $65

cunningham’s graphic still lifes, incisive portraits, and 

impressionistic nudes continued to push the envelope 

until shortly before her death, in 1976, at age 93.

G

G   
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by Jimmy Nelson | TENEUES | $150

nelson documents members of 20 threatened indigenous cultures through-

out the world—while they’re still with us, as his title indicates. From the 

reindeer-based nanets of Siberia (above) to the nomadic maasai people of 

tanzania, nelson’s subjects don ornamental garb and enact ancient rituals 

in his portraits, sometimes shot against black seamless and other times in 

their breathtakingly pristine environs. “he becomes one of them, almost 

wilder and prouder than they are,” writes mark Blaisse in his essay on 

nelson. “Show us the essence of your being, he orders—and out come the 

belts and jewels, the knives and spears hidden in cupboards, the traditional 

chief’s headwear and the warrior’s face paint. a catalyst is exactly what he 

is. he literally begs us all to open our eyes and start caring.”
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BEFORE THEY
PASS AWAY

BEST PHOTO BOOKS OF THE YEAR: DOCUMENTARY 

  



THE ENCLAVE
by Richard Mosse | APERTURE | $80

Following up on last year’s volume, Infra, mosse’s 

exposé on the Democratic republic of congo 

depicts both war scenes and natural grandeur in 

rose-colored infrared images. though the hues 

are surreal, the realities are sobering indeed.

PHOTOJOURNALISTS ON WAR
edited by Michael Kamber | 

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS | $65

Bearing witness to the iraq War, 39 photojour-

nalists describe scenes of heroism and pangs of 

guilt: the horrors they saw, their frustrations 

over censorship. the pictures range from the 

bravery of iraqi residents carrying on in war 

zones to the unsightly injuries of soldiers.

HUMANS OF NEW YORK
by Brandon Stanton | ST. MARTIN’S | $30

an outgrowth of Stanton’s wildly popular web-

site, Humans celebrates ordinary people with ex-

traordinary fl air. the street portraits are warm 

and candid, while the subjects’ comments are all 

the more compelling for their lack of polish.

KODACHROME MEMORY: 1972-1990
by Nathan Benn | POWERHOUSE | $50

culled from Benn’s cross-country assignments 

for National Geographic, this set conjures a by-

gone americana that’s poignant, humorous, and 

full of contrasts: society ladies and impoverished 

families, vintage cars and aerial crop dusters, 

lonely rebels and fl ag wavers. and slide shots 

evince more surprises from a visually rich era.

IF YOU KNEW ME YOU WOULD CARE
by Rennio Maifredi | POWERHOUSE | $65

in war-torn lands from the congo to Bosnia, 

maifredi depicts women who have survived 

violence, rape, and displacement in portraits 

showing strength and resolve. “the sitter is not 

robbed of her soul,” writes actress meryl Streep 

in her foreword. “She has expanded it out into 

the larger world, where we who are lucky to 

lock eyes with her have the privilege to pay 

attention, give respect, and connect.”

A PERIOD OF JUVENILE PROSPERITY
by Mike Brodie | TWIN PALMS | $65

Brodie’s version of On the Road has few words 

and many memorable images: train hoppers, 

hitchhikers, and other adventurous souls in a 

world that’s romantic and bleak, often at once.

VIETNAM, THE REAL WAR
text by Pete Hamill | ABRAMS | $40

this associated press survey of modern amer-

ica’s most divisive war includes iconic photos by 

eddie adams and nick Ut as well as never-seen 

shots by ap journeymen. “Say the word ‘Viet-

nam,’” writes hamill, “and the image that rises 

is usually a photograph. an ap photograph.”

     MINESCAPE
by Brett Van Ort | DAYLIGHT | $35

Van ort contrasts benign-looking nature scenes 

in Bosnia and herzegovina with shots of land 

mines and other hidden weapons found in these 

bucolic areas—as well as prosthetic limbs used 

by victims of the wartime devices.

PASSAGE TO BURMA
by Scott Stulberg | SKYHORSE PUBLISHING | $45

though the country has been racked by political 

strife, Stulberg’s Burma is a pacifi st haven of 

orange-clad monks, outbound fi shermen, daz-

zling statues, and hazy hillsides. “You can’t help 

but feel as though you have gone back in time,” 

he writes. “the awe-inspiring landscape is as 

ethereal as anywhere i have been on this planet.” 

BOURKE-WHITE: MOMENTS IN HISTORY
text by Sean Quimby | LA FABRICA | $55

the most expansive monograph of margaret 

Bourke-White’s work to date, this concen-

trates on her industrial images from the 1930s 

and her WWii photographs from the ’40s, 

ending with her haunting post-war tours of 

german concentration camps.

WEEGEE: MURDER IS MY BUSINESS
by Brian Wallis | PRESTEL | $50

ironically, the catalog 

from this 2012 show 

was late to appear—

that would never be 

said of Weegee, the 

timely ambulance 

chaser. For murder 

buffs, it’s all here: the 

bodies, the blood and 

gore, the wide-eyed 

onlooker scenes that 

Weegee specialized in 

before he went hollywood (that’s a different 

story). We’ll take his lurid nYc work any day.

BILL BRANDT: SHADOW AND LIGHT
text by Sarah Hermanson Meister | MOMA | $50

in contrast to an alternate new book of Brandt’s 

nudes, this volume shows his full range, including 

studies of working-class Londoners in the 1930s 

and surreal French landscapes in the 1950s.

BRASSAÏ: PARIS NOCTURNE
text by Sylvie Aubenas | THAMES & HUDSON | $85

Brassaï was the great chronicler of shadowy 

glamour and vice in the city of light. With 

unprecedented scope, this 312-page tome takes 

us from glistening rain-soaked streets to illicit 

houses of pleasure and back again.
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by Yann Arthus-Bertrand and Brian Skerry | ABRAMS | $50

here the aerial maestro arthus-Bertrand joins forces with underwater 

expert Skerry to thoroughly examine humankind’s tenuous relation-

ship with our planet’s oceans. While many images—shot either from 

the air or from under the sea’s surface—are gorgeous, they tell a cau-

tionary tale, explicating the effects of our garbage production, fi shing 

practices, and environmental wreckage (all detailed in the book’s text). 

Yet much of the discussion is directed toward sustainable solutions, and 

the gloom and doom is offset by hope. “action is a cumulative process,” 

advises sea navigator isabelle autissier. “We must act individually and 

infl uence those who govern us. the future is in action.”
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MAN AND SEA
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     THIS IS MARS
edited by Xavier Barral | APERTURE | $100

in amazingly clear images captured by a 

hiriSe camera on the mars reconnais-

sance orbiter, we see our neighbor planet’s 

surface in all its rugged glory—craters, 

mountain ranges, chasms, and canyons that 

resemble microscopic specimens. the back 

of the book is thick with scientifi c data.

WATER
by Edward Burtynsky | STEIDL | $128

Burtynsky’s bird’s-eye views trace the roles 

of this essential substance in freshwater 

sources (glaciers, streams), industrial set-

tings (dams, irrigation systems), and scenes 

of aquaculture (bathing rituals, waterfront 

communities). the collection shows just 

how much we love—and waste—water.

SHINAN
by Michael Kenna | NAZRAELI | $85

Shooting on a sparsely inhabited archipelago 

south of Korea, Kenna fi nds exquisitely 

foggy scenes, natural geometric patterns, 

and a landscape both lonely and sublime. 

STORMS
by Mitch Dobrowner | APERTURE | $50 

this guy doesn’t need a weatherman: 

throughout the western U.S., he captures 

electric thunderstorms, ominous funnel 

clouds, and outright tornadoes in lumi-

nous, ansel adamsian black and white.

COMPOSING SPACE
by Hélène Binet | PHAIDON | $100  

Binet’s architectural images have the 

refl ective quality of fi ne art; her landscapes 

evoke the drama of elemental evolution. 

     ACROSS THE RAVAGED LAND
by Nick Brandt | ABRAMS | $65

Brandt turns his lens on a panoply of en-

dangered african species, from baboons to 

water buffalo (as well as locals such as the 

ranger with tusks in the cover shot).

     BEAUTIFUL WHALE
by Bryant Austin | ABRAMS | $50 

Save the whales! that’s the unabashed 

mission of austin, who rapturously docu-

ments the huge mammals in playful games, 

parental cuddling, breeding rituals, and 

inquisitive gazes at their human visitor.

EARTHART: COLOURS OF THE EARTH
by Bernhard Edmaier | PHAIDON | $60

edmaier’s aerials are stunning in their 

chromatic range, from deeply red volcanic 

lava to lush green tropical lagoons. the 

dearth of humanity makes the earth’s 

textured hues look like abstract art.

OUT OF THE WILD: ZOO PORTRAITS
by Boza Ivanovic | GLITTERATI | $60

With moody lighting (and frequent back-

lighting), Serbian photographer ivanovic 

portrays everything from rodents to 

zebras, often with a sense of movement; he 

pushes the artistic approach used by tim 

Flach in a more naturalistic direction.

GENESIS
by Sebastião Salgado | NAZRAELI | $70

culminating eight years of world travels, 

Salgado’s voyage takes us from icebergs 

and penguins in antarctica to volcanoes 

and caribou in the arctic, from indigenous 

tribes in new guinea to hardy reindeer 

herders on frozen tundra. he calls this 

collection “a visual ode to the majesty and 

fragility of earth,” but, he adds, “it is also a 

warning of all that we risk losing.”
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BEST PHOTO BOOKS OF THE YEAR: REFLECTIONS

BENDING THE FRAME
by Fred Ritchin | APERTURE | $15

Does photojournalism matter? By rich-

in’s account, its role has shifted but not 

shrunk in our media-saturated world. 

THIS IS HAPPENING
by Bridget W. Payne | CHRONICLE | $13

a crowd-sourced project by instagram 

enthusiasts, this features more than 200 

specimens of square-framed, low-fi  bliss.

UNDERSTANDING A PHOTOGRAPH
by John Berger | APERTURE | $25

this is a series of Berger’s essays, 

arranged chronologically, about photogra-

phy’s role in the shaping of society.

COLOR! AMERICAN 

PHOTOGRAPHY TRANSFORMED
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS | $75

the catalog from an exhibition at the 

amon carter museum traces the advent 

of color imagery through 75 key works.

 

SNAPSHOT PHOTOGRAPHY
by Catherine Zuromskis | MIT PRESS | $35 

Zuromskis celebrates the vernacular 

images in our shoeboxes as symbols of 

democratic possibilities and family values.

THE BIG PICTURE

by Josh Sapan | PRINCETON | $30

Sapan revels in panoramic photographs 

made in the early 20th century, usually 

depicting scads of people in public. 

WHY PHOTOGRAPHY MATTERS
by Jerry Thompson | MIT PRESS | $15

thompson makes a case that photogra-

phy is unique among all art forms in its 

honest representation of the real world.

     COLOR RUSH
by Katherine A. Bussard | APERTURE | $60

this is an overview of pioneers in color 

photography, from Stieglitz to Sherman, 

with salient images such as nickolas 

muray’s “Bathing pool Scene,” above.

  READING MAGNUM
edited by Steven Hoelscher | 

UNIV. OF TEXAS PRESS | $75

this study combines a series 

of essays about the impact 

of the magnum photos 

archive with portfolios of the 

images themselves, includ-

ing thomas hoepker’s “View 

from Brooklyn, new York 

city, USa, September 11, 

2001,” at left.
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JAN/FEB 

ARNOLD NEWMAN AT WORK by F.C. Gundlach | STEIDL 

OUT MY WINDOW by Gail Albert Halaban | POWERHOUSE 

SEE THE WORLD BEAUTIFUL by Anne Menke | RIZZOLI

THE DISAPPEARANCE OF DARKNESS: 

PHOTOGRAPHY AT THE END OF THE ANALOG ERA 

by Robert Burley | RYVERSON IMAGE CENTRE

MAR/APR 

DAN WINTERS’S AMERICA | UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS 

OKAVANGO by Frans Lanting | TASCHEN 

NEW YORK AT NIGHT by various artists | POWERHOUSE

THE COLOR OF LIGHT by Arthur Myerson | A.M. PUBLICATIONS

MAY/JUNE 

EXCERPTS FROM SILVER MEADOWS by Todd Hido | NAZARAELI

SERPENTINE by Mark Laita | ABRAMS

BLACK MAPS by David Maisel | STEIDL

JULY/AUG 

AMETSUCHI  by Rinko Kawauchi | APERTURE

NATURAL BEAUTY by James Houston | DAMIANI

WHITEWASH by Nicholas Alan Cope | POWERHOUSE 

SEPT/OCT 

EARTH TO SKY by Michael Nichols | APERTURE 

UNTOLD: THE STORIES BEHIND THE PHOTOGRAPHS

by Steve McCurry | PHAIDON

THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF MODERNIST CUISINE

by Nathan Myhrvold | THE COOKING LAB

INVISIBLE EYE by Yousef Khanfar | RIZZOLI 

BOOKS WE REVIEWED IN 2013
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Intimate
Portraits
When the lives of photographer and subject are intertwined, magic—and drama—
are bound to happen By John Mahoney
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hat do you do when the subject of your 

long-term portrait project asks you for $30 

to buy heroin? that was the question tony 

Fouhse faced from Stephanie, a sometime prosti-

tute, all-the-time addict whose downfall and even-

tual recovery Fouhse documented in photographs 

over the course of eight months.

Fouhse had spent four years photographing the 

addicts who gathered on a single block in ottawa 

before he encountered Stephanie, a thin 23-year-old 

with a shocking intensity in her eyes. he took a few 

frames, and when he returned the next day to give 

her some prints, he took a few more. each found 

something in the other—for him, an extraordinary 

subject, and for her, a man who was interested in 

her for something outside of paid sex. but as they 

grew closer, the project and the friendship merged, 

and the moral dilemmas began to pile up.

in the car that morning, with Stephanie sick 

from withdrawal in the passenger seat, Fouhse 

fgured the situation boiled down to three choices. 

W

From left: Elinor Carucci’s 

“Mom Touches Father, 

2000,” and “Bath, 2006.”
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Left: “Kissing My Son, 

2007,” by Elinor Carucci.

he could give her the money, and she would use it 

to buy heroin and feel better, perpetuating the ad-

diction cycle. he could deny her the money, know-

ing well that she would fnd it in another, more 

dangerous way, most likely prostitution. or he could 

abandon the project—and Stephanie—entirely.

“over and over, this project put me into a place 

where anything i decided was wrong, and i had 

to choose between the least of three evils,” Fouhse 

says. “not a day went by when i didn’t wonder if 

what i was doing was for the project or for her.”

these sorts of moral challenges are uniquely 

faced when photographers choose their own inti-

mate relationships as subjects or when relationships 

grow out of long-term projects. but for artists hop-

ing to explore the depths of human intimacy, there 

is no other way but to photograph it from within.

elinor carucci has made intimate relationships 

the focus of most of her photographic career. her 

frst major monograph, Closer (chronicle books, 

Intimate Portraits
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Carl Zeiss SLR lenses

Set yourself free. Free of the performance limitations of other lens systems. Free of trade-offs 

between sharpness and harmonious bokeh. Free of inconsistent build quality, unnecessary flare

and mechanisms that focus “precisely enough.” Get to know the outstanding uniform characteristics

of the manual focus ZE and ZF.2 lenses and get back to making images that matter.

www.zeiss.com/photo/freedom

// FREEDOM
    MADE BY ZEISS

The moment when you no longer

take pictures, you make them.

This is the moment we work for.

  

http://www.zeiss.com/photo/freedom


Clockwise from top 

left: Sanguinetti’s “The 

Shepherds, 1998,” 

“The Couple, 1999,” 

“Smoking, 2008,” and 

“Juana’s Bed, 2005.”

2002), documented her early twenties both in her 

native israel and in her adopted home of new York. 

the photographs focused on her now husband, 

eran, as well as her parents and grandparents.  

Selections from her series Mother (prestel, 2013)—

a culmination of nine years spent photographing 

the birth and life of her twin children, emmanuelle 

and eden—is being exhibited in London this fall. as 

in any relationship, give and take between carucci 

and her family/subjects is central, a dynamic that 

simultaneously colors the work and feeds back into 

the relationships themselves.

“the people i photograph in my personal work 

are the people i’ll die for,” carucci says. “it’s the 

few people that i can’t give more to—my children, 

husband, mother, father. it’s another way of commu-

nicating, and another way for them to see them-

selves—it shows them something at the same time. 

but ultimately it’s something i do for myself.”

alessandra Sanguinetti’s relationship with chil-

dren is at the center of her work, too, although the 

children are not her own. her series The Adventures 

of Guille & Belinda began in 1999, when she frst 

photographed the cousins, ages 9 and 10, in rural 
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WhiteWall.com

169,000
satisfied customers

8,350
professionals rely on
WhiteWall

34 x
award winner 
and Editor’s Choice

100%
satisfaction guaranteed

75 years
of brilliance – 
original photo print

gallery prints

LightJet and Lambda prints on
Kodak and Fuji papers from $5.90

mountings

On aluminum and under acrylic, 
gallery quality from $12.90

framed prints

Prints framed with passe-partouts, in Fine
ArtBoxes or shadow gap frames from $39.90

gallery grade for your photos

awarded by the editors of 

28 leading photography magazines

“Best Photo Lab Worldwide”

tipa award 2013
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From top: DuBois’s “My 

Mother and Father At 

The Bar,” London, 1990, 

and “My Sister Lise, 

Christmas Eve,” Far 

Hills, NJ, 1984.

argentina, where she had gone to take pictures of 

their grandmother Juana’s animals. they were fre-

quent fxtures at Juana’s, and eventually, “instead of 

shooing them away, i started photographing them,” 

Sanguinetti says. “i was shooting them without even 

thinking it was work. my frst idea was to just do a 

single story trying to fgure out what they imagined 

life to be, just so i could get into their world.” 

after four months of making these pictures, a 

project took shape that continues today. at frst, 

Sanguinetti would give prompts based on what the 

girls were talking about as they played, or some-

times she’d act like a director in an improvised play, 

giving them cues and letting them unfold the rest. 

“it was always a particular kind of collaboration and 

play between the three of us,” she says.

Like Sanguinetti, doug dubois began photo-

graphing his immediate family for reasons more 

practical than artistic. his mother and father, 

his younger brother Luke, and his sister Lise and 

her son, Spencer, were a captive, patient audience 

dubois could depend on as he refned his early 

photographic technique. dubois’s family portraits, 

which he has pursued for nearly three decades 

since, are striking in their color, composition, form, 

and candid appearance. Yet dubois has avoided a 

decisive-moment approach, instead preferring to set 

up his camera (he typically uses medium-format) 

and lights for carefully composed sittings with his 

family. For dubois, such controlled conditions often 

have yielded the most revealing images.

“the person has to give, and as the photographer, 

you have to put them in a position where they feel 

generous enough to offer a view of themselves,”  

dubois says. “Whether it’s ‘true’ or not is a differ-

ent story, but that generosity has to be there.”

Intimate Portraits
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From top: “After Dinner, December,” 

Far Hills, NJ, 1985, and “My Parents,” 

Far Hills, NJ, 1987, by Doug DuBois.

dubois’s portraits span traumatic times. Shortly 

after the project began, his father fell from the 

walkway between cars on a commuter train and 

spent the next two years recovering. and with 

the added responsibility of caring for her husband, 

dubois’s mother had a nervous breakdown. in his 

book, All the Days and Nights (aperture, 2009), 

these stories are present just beneath the surface.

“i don’t try to tell stories explicitly, but i want 

to evoke stories,” dubois says. “i want to evoke 

experiences so people can project their own desires 

and hopes onto the image. it plays with fction, but 

i generally use the stuff of life—my life—to create 

more general narratives,” dubois says. “they’re 

truthful, but i’m not sure they’re authentic.”

regardless of their specifc content, the stories 

embedded within such intimate portraits have two 

tellers. many portraits are inherently collaborative, 
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Clockwise from top left: “Stephanie Hitting Heroin, 

Ottawa, November 3, 2010,” “Stephanie in Her 

Room, New Glasgow, June 23, 2011,” “The Day I Met 

Stephanie, Ottawa, June 15, 2010,” and “Steph in My 

Studio, Ottawa, March 2011,” by Tony Fouhse.

but when the subject-photographer relationship 

is an intimate one, the nature of this collaboration 

becomes central to the work. as viewers, we not 

only see the emotion transmitted by the sitter’s face, 

body, and surroundings, but we also sense the face 

of the photographer, unseen but equally present, 

shaping the moment further.

Frequent and unfettered access to their subjects 

also allows these photographers to include a third 

subject in their portraits: time. For Sanguinetti, the 

cousins’ passage from youth to adulthood became 

central to the series. “i fnd following someone 

through time fascinating,” she says. “You can step 

back after a few years and see patterns that are 

impossible to see in the moment.”

dubois’s work has been punctuated by long 

gaps in which he hasn’t taken any photographs of 

his family—either because they weren’t nearby or 

because they all needed a break from the camera’s 

scrutiny. but as his mother faces the inevitable chal-

lenges of old age, he continues to photograph her. 

and carucci says that being a mother will always be 

part of who she is as a photographer and an artist.

among these photographers, only Fouhse feels 

as if his project has an end, as Stephanie slowly 

progresses through recovery. Last year, Fouhse 

released Live Through This (Straylight press, 2012)

a book of the portraits he co-authored with Stepha-

nie. Fouhse still photographs her for his blog when 

they get together to speak at the occasional gallery 

show or book promotion, but even so, “the project 

feels over,” he says.

“it’s kind of strange—there is certainly a drama 

defcit in my life now,” Fouhse says. “i’m not sure i 

miss it all the time, but i defnitely miss it some of 

the time. it was a once-in-a-lifetime story.” aP

Intimate Portraits
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lympus had an instant hit when it kicked 

off its premium OM-D line of Micro Four 

Thirds cameras with the E-M5 last year. 

From the looks of the new fagship E-M1, history 

may repeat itself. 

The new interchangeable-lens compact doesn’t 

push the pixel count much higher, sporting a 

16.3-megapixel Live MOS sensor. Without the op-

portunity to thoroughly test the camera, it’s too soon 

to talk about its actual imaging performance, but 

Olympus fans will notice improvements to most other 

aspects of the camera.

First off, the grip, a solid protrusion that contrasts 

with the E-M5’s slight bump that had many photog-
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With its new fagship ILC, the OM-D E-M1, Olympus goes for the gold By PhiliP Ryan   

raphers springing for an accessory grip. The E-M1’s 

extensive weather-sealing makes it dust- and splash-

proof; the Supersonic Wave Filter dust-reduction 

system should cope with what comes in during lens 

changes. and the sensor-based, fve-axis image stabi-

lization allows handholding at slower shutter speeds, 

no matter what lens is on the camera.

Like the Olympus pen E-p5, the E-M1 includes 

the company’s 2x2 dial control system. This small 

lever switches the two command dials between dif-

ferent sets of functions, letting the photographer 

control aperture and shutter speed with the dials 

while shooting, then switching them to control iSO 

notewoRthy 

sPecs

SENSOR 16.3MP Live MOS  

(Four Thirds format)

SENSITIVITY ISO 100–25,600 

AUTOFOCUS  81 contrast- 

detection points and 37 phase-

difference detection points,  

all on imaging sensor 

SHUTTER 1/8000–60 sec (in 1/3-, 
1/2-, or 1-EV steps); Bulb/Time: 8 

min default setting; 1, 2, 4, 8, 15, 

20, 25, or 30 min selectable  

EVF 2.36 million–dot LCD; 1.48X 

magnifcation  

LCD MONITOR Tilting 3.0-inch, 

1.037 million-dot touch screen 

MEMORY CARDS SD, SDHC, 

SDXC; single slot  

VIDEO Up to 1920x1080 pixels 

30fps H.264 MOV

DIMENSIONS 5.1 x 3.7 x 2.5 in. 

(130.4 x 93.5 x 63.1 mm) 

BUY IT $1,400, body only, $2,200 

with 12–40mm f/2.8 M.Zuiko Pro 

Digital ED lens; getolympus.com

Olympian  
Achievement  

whAt phOtOgrAphers need  2013 Gift Guide 72

Continued on page 76
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gift gUiDE

ROUND THE WORLD 

Ricoh Theta A single shot from this tiny camera,  

about the size of a fattened fountain pen, 

captures a 360-degree panoramic image 

thanks to its matched pair of protruding 

fsheye lenses (one on each side). The resulting 

JPEG—when viewed in the Theta’s iPhone or 

desktop apps, or shared online—becomes 

a spherical image on which viewers can 

manipulate perspective, taking virtual 

somersaults through space. Wi-Fi allows 

control from an iPhone; its tripod socket adds 

to the fun. BUY IT $400; theta360.com

TRAVEL PARTNER 

Wacom Cintiq Companion Photographers love Wacom’s Cintiq pen displays because they 

allow direct retouching on the image with fnely tuned pressure sensitivity. This new line of 

13-inchers adds Windows 8 or Android 4.2 Jelly Bean OS. The Windows version combines the 

precision of a regular Cintiq with the portability of a lightweight laptop (the keyboard shown 

costs extra); the Android version can be connected to a PC or Mac to work like a normal 

Cintiq display. Both have solid-state drives. BUY IT From $1,500; wacom.com

OPEN CARRY 

CottonCarrier StrapShot This useful stocking stuffer 

lets photographers hike all day with a DSLR at 

the ready, without having to use a neck strap. It 

wraps snugly around any backpack strap, and an 

included tether clips onto a D-ring on the pack 

for security. A second tether secures the camera, 

while CottonCarrier’s unique Camera Hub snaps it 

onto the StrapShot to keep it from swinging as you 

walk. BUY IT $80; cottoncarrier.com
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Focal length: 18mm    Exposure: F/8 1/1000 sec ISO200    Aperture priority mode

www.tamron-usa.com 

Focal length: 270mm   

Exposure: F/8 1/800 sec ISO200   

Aperture priority mode

Tamron has garnered 

international acclaim for its 

lenses, including nine 

consecutive EISA awards, 

one of the industry’s most 

prestigious awards.

Just one lens for every moment.

You’re not just taking pictures — you’re creating memories. The versatile Tamron 

15X all-in-one 18-270mm lens effortlessly zooms from wide to telephoto so you’re 

able to capture all of your favorite people, places, and things without changing lenses. 

Just 3.8 inches long and weighing an ultra light 15.9 ounces, the compact lens is as 

easy to carry as it is to use. Vibration Compensation (VC) technology eliminates 

camera shake, while the Piezo Drive ensures faster, quieter precision autofocus. 

Don’t get frustrated with a basic kit lens when you’re trying to get closer to the 

important subjects in your life. Just one lens. For all life’s moments.

(Model B008) For Canon, Nikon and Sony* DSLRs.

*Sony mount does not include VC as stabilization is built into the Sony camera body.
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 NOW AT A NEW LOW PRICE! Just $449 
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COmPACT LUxURY

Leica C With their sensors and essential functions 

taken from Panasonic Lumix models, Leica’s compact 

cameras tend to draw some eyerolling from spec 

hounds online. But, like a true fashionista, the new 

Leica C is unabashedly defned more by its gorgeous 

body than by its (pretty terrifc) brain. Created by 

Audi Designs, which also takes credit for its ultra-luxe 

accessories, this Leica (in bordeaux or champagne) is 

the camera to give a photographer who loves jewels. 

BUY IT $700; us.leica-camera.com

HAUL iT ALL 

Lowepro Flipside Sport AW 20L 

Adventure shooters will love this 

light, all-weather pack. It holds 

the beefest DSLR with a 300mm 

lens attached, with lots of room 

for more gear in the removable 

camera compartment. It opens 

fully at the back but offers 

access from the side; a tablet 

slips into the front. Plenty of 

pockets, space for a hydration 

bladder, and great ergonomics 

make this the bag for a serious 

trek. BUY IT $180; lowepro.com

2013 Gift Guide

DigiTizE THOsE PRiNTs 

Epson Perfection V550 Photo Dedicated photo scanners rarely come along 

these days, but with flm trendy among photographers who grew up 

with digital, the time was ripe for Epson to refresh its aging V500. Aimed 

at enthusiasts, the new V550 keeps the hardware and specs on familiar 

turf, with a 6400 dpi resolution for enlargements up to 17x22 inches and 

a built-in transparency unit for negatives, slides, and medium-format 

chromes. Upgrades are mainly in the software for auto fxes and swift 

upload to sites like Facebook. BUY IT $200; epson.com

sTRAP THAT FiTs 

BlackRapid Kick This well-designed camera 

strap is tailored for women. Its soft, 

curved pad fts on the photographer’s 

left shoulder and sends the strap across 

her chest in a comfortable, unimpeded 

position. Attached to the FastenR in the 

tripod socket and ConnectR carabiner 

on the strap, the camera dangles upside 

down at her right hip. True to BlackRapid 

style, the camera slides along the strap 

to eye level for effcient shooting. 

BUY IT $60; blackrapid.com

OUT OF THE PAsT

Polaroid OneStep CloseUp Kit The Impossible Project and online retailer RedEnvelope.com 

teamed up to repackage vintage Polaroid OneStep CloseUps. These refurbished relics 

of the 1980s and ’90s have a plastic f/11 lens with a fxed focus of 4 feet to infnity, or 2 

to 4 feet with the sliding close-up lens. The kit includes a pack each of Impossible PX 

680 color and PX 600 black-and-white instant flm. BUY IT $150; redenvelope.com
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A UNIQUE RIDING AND PHOTOGRAPHY EXPERIENCE
COMING

THIS

SPRING!

PROMOTION
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Photo: Jeff Allen Photo: Jeff Allen Sony Action Cam (HDR-AS30V)

In partnership with

Popular Photography and Cycle World, along with Sony, are excited to present a two-day motorcycle and 

photo/video event not-to-be-missed. Take this rare opportunity to merge your passion for riding with your 

desire to capture your amazing motorcycle experience. 

As a participant you will spend the weekend in Southern California alongside professionals honing your 

riding and photography skills, and learning from the best in the fi eld with your new Sony Action Cam (HDR-

AS30V—a $299.99 value). Enjoy a fast paced track day at Chuckwalla Valley Raceway and a picturesque ride 

through Joshua Tree National Park. A Sony professional photographer/videographer will be on-hand to help 

you document your experience.

For more information, please call 888-647-2235 

or visit imagingedge.com/workshops   

http://imagingedge.com/workshops
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and white balance (or other such combina-

tions) when adjusting for the next shot. it’s a 

fantastic way to provide direct access to more 

settings on a fairly small camera.

compared with previous olympus elec-

tronic fnders, the e-m1’s new eVF is a big 

step up. its 2.36 million–dot LcD, with a 1.48X 

magnifcation factor equivalent to 0.74X on a 

full-frame DSLr, is a great way to frame.

perhaps more important: the e-m1’s new 

Dual Fast autofocus system, which incor-

porates 81 contrast-detection points and 37 

phase-detection points into the imaging sensor. 

in our brief hands-on with a preproduction 

camera, this made focusing with Four thirds 

lenses much faster (olympus’s legacy glass 

works well with its $160 mmF-3 adaptor). 

plus, when using micro Four thirds lenses, 

the contrast- and phase-detection systems 

work in concert during continuous aF to bol-

ster tracking performance.

With continuous aF and metering, olym-

pus claims the e-m1 will capture at a rate of 

6.5 frames per second for up to 50 raW shots. 

Without continuous aF, the rate jumps to 

10fps for up to 41 raW shots. 

Like many new cameras, the e-m1 has 

built-in Wi-Fi connectivity for uploading and 

control on smartphones and tablets. While 

olympus’s old camera control app supported 

only auto shooting, the new olympus image 

Hands On

The lever next to 

the autoexposure/

autofocus lock 

button lets users 

switch between two 

pairs of controls 

assigned to the 

command dials. 

Continued from page 71  
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PROMOTION

INSPIRATION FOUND!
Don’t miss out on an opportunity to fi ne-tune your

skills and energize your imagination. We provide

models, sets, lighting, and a select group of our

pro photographers, so all you need is your camera

and your creativity. All skill levels welcome.

Half-day ($149) - Full-day ($199)
Full-day session includes a boudoir shoot and retouching class.
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LINDSAY ADLER

Fashion Photographer

KEVIN AMES

Commercial/Portrait
Photographer

JESSICA LARK

Boudoir Photographer

BENNY MIGLIORINO

Wedding/Portrait
Photographer

MARK REIS

Photo Journalist

JENNIFER ROZENBAUM

Boudoir Photographer

REGISTER TODAY: 
AmericanPhotoModelShoot.com
1-888-243-6464

Presenting Sponsor

Come try out the new line of Sigma lenses 

and Sigma SD1 Merrill DSLR camera!

Enter one photo from each 2013 American Photo Model Shoot event you attend for a chance to win a

SIGMA DG 70-200mm F2.8 HSM/OS lens. The winning photo may be featured in an upcoming promotional ad!

American Photo Model Shoot

@APMODELSHOOT
Insta

Supporting Sponsors
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Share 2.0 app gives access to all the main 

shooting modes for full manual control. it 

will even operate in Oly’s Live bulb shooting 

mode, which shows the progress of a long 

exposure during capture.

besides some new creative flters, the 

E-M1 can automatically merge an hDr 

image from three exposures, assemble a time-

lapse movie up to 1.67 minutes long, or shoot 

at intervals from 1 second to 24 hours for up 

to 999 frames.

With the camera, Olympus announced two 

new lenses. The 12–40mm f/2.8 M.Zuiko pro 

Digital ED (a 24–80mm equivalent), shown 

at left from the top view, will be available as a 

kit with the initial release of the E-M1 in  

October. The 40–150mm f/2.8 M.Zuiko pro 

Digital ED (80–300mm equivalent), shown 

on the opening page, will be available in the 

second half of 2014. Meant to be the best 

that Olympus makes for the Micro Four 

Thirds system, the new M.Zuiko pro line will 

have dust- and splash-proof construction to 

complement the weather sealing in the E-M1. 

The Olympus OM-D E-M1 is estimated 

to retail for $1,400 for the camera body only, 

while the kit with the 12–40mm f/2.8 lens is 

estimated at $2,200. aP

Hands On 

Olympus’s new 12–40mm 

f/2.8 M.Zuiko pro lens, 

offered in a kit with the 

OM-d e-M1, shares 

the camera’s ruggedness. 

Leave the baggage. Take the power.

photogenic.com | 800.682.7668

Ask About Our
$25 Rebate

The NEW PHOTOGENIC ION… 
LITHIUM-ION PURE SINE WAVE INVERTER
You never have all the luxuries of the studio when you 
shoot off-site. But now you can lighten your load with a 
highly compact and portable power supply. Compatible 
with most monolights, produces over 1,000* fl ashes and 
recharges quickly. A standard USB port, LED power monitor 
and dual 3 prong AC outlets provide maximum versatility 
on any budget. Portable power wherever you need it!

*Based on performance of 320 WS Monolight per charge.

Ask about
our new

product kits!
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“The Jobu Jr.3 has exceeded all my expectations! 

Light and packable with fuid movement and 

reliable support; my “go-to” tripod head for my

super-telephoto lenses!”

-Chris Dodds, Professional Nature Photographer

                                      www.chrisdoddsphoto.com

The Jobu Jr3 gimbal head, with

Deluxe Swing-Arm upgrade.

Unsurpassed control of

telephoto lenses.

Made in Canada,

Available World-Wide

www.jobu-design.com

Toll Free 1-888-321-JOBU (5628)

O N L Y  Y O U  C A N

P R E V E N T  W I L D F I R E S .

S M O K E Y B E A R . C O M

Your Amazing Product or Business in 

American Photo

Shawn Lindeman @ 212-779-5501

Chip Parham @ 212-779-5492

Frank McCaffrey @ 212-779-5510

americanphoto.com

contact one of our salesmen today! 

ADVERTISE! 

SAVE TIME
24/7                       
CUSTOMER SERVICE
is only a click away!

      Change Your Address

      Check Your Account Status

      Renew, Give a Gift or Pay a Bill

      Replace Missing Issues

Just log on to:

americanphotomag.com/cs
  

http://www.chrisdoddsphoto.com
http://www.jobu-design.com
http://americanphoto.com
http://americanphotomag.com/cs
http://www.stofen.com
http://smokeybear.com
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mi vitale travels almost constantly, only 

rarely staying in one place. the busy 

photojournalist grew up in Florida and 

spent many years in india, but now, after just three 

years in montana, it feels like home. “it’s unlike 

anyplace i’ve ever lived,” she says. “the land taps 

into something really ancient, and the people have 

very deep relationships to the landscape.”

So vitale was happy to fnally work on some

thing close to her new home base of missoula. 

Friends at the nature conservancy introduced 

her to a group at the JL ranch who are recreating 

the herding patterns of the bison whose hooves 

naturally tilled the soil thousands of years ago. Last 

year she started spending time with these and other 

ranchers, documenting their work, which included 

moving cattle over the plain at a glacial pace.

Unlike the herds of yesteryear, which traveled 

over a wideopen space, today’s cattle drives 

face obstacles such as fences and highways, and 

steering the beasts with great care is a slow, gentle, 

and surprisingly spiritual process. “these ranchers 

are great stewards of the landscape,” vitale says, 

“and their constant refrain is ‘don’t stress the 

cows!’ they were the happiest cows i’ve ever seen.” 

and though the cattle are eventually slaugh tered, 

vitale was awed by the respect, care, and attention 

to detail shown during that part of the process. 

vitale has continued to spend time at the ranch 

whenever she’s at home. She says the cattle never 

show any fear when she approaches, like this group 

who posed together for a docile family portrait. AP

The happiest cows you’ve 

ever seen: animals resting 

on a winter’s day at the J-L 

Ranch in Missoula, MT, 

from Ami Vitale’s series 

Montana Centennial 

Valley. See more on Ami’s 

website, amivitale.com.

Ami Vitale experiences the art in a Big Sky Country cattle drive  By Jill c. ShomeR

Tearing Down Fences

PARTING SHOT
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We've redef ned the level of performance for pocket-sized cameras. Our full-frame, pocket 
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